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ICIMP 2011

Foreword

The International Conference on Internet Monitoring and Protection (ICIMP 2011) held on March 20-25,
2011 in St. Maarten, The Netherlands Antilles, continued a series of special events targeting security,
performance, vulnerabilities in Internet, as well as disaster prevention and recovery. Dedicated events
focused on measurement, monitoring and lessons learnt in protecting the user.

Internet and Web-based technologies led to new frameworks, languages, mechanisms and protocols for
Web applications design and development. Interaction between web-based applications and classical
applications requires special interfaces and exposes various performance parameters.

The design, implementation and deployment of large distributed systems are subject to conflicting or
missing requirements leading to visible and/or hidden vulnerabilities. Vulnerability specification patterns
and vulnerability assessment tools are used for discovering, predicting and/or bypassing known
vulnerabilities.

Vulnerability self-assessment software tools have been developed to capture and report critical
vulnerabilities. Some of vulnerabilities are fixed via patches, other are simply reported, while others are
self-fixed by the system itself. Despite the advances in the last years, protocol vulnerabilities, domain-
specific vulnerabilities and detection of critical vulnerabilities rely on the art and experience of the
operators; sometimes this is fruit of hazard discovery and difficult to be reproduced and repaired.

We take this opportunity to thank all the members of the ICIMP 2011 Technical Program Committee as
well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high-quality conference program
would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who
dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to the ICIMP 2011. We truly believe that, thanks
to all these efforts, the final conference program consists of top quality contributions.

This event could also not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations, and
sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the ICIMP 2011 organizing committee for their help in
handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.

We hope that ICIMP 2011 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results
between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in Internet Monitoring and
Protection

We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open. The
beautiful places of St. Maarten surely provided a pleasant environment during the conference and we
hope you had a chance to visit the surroundings.
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Doubletree With Many Sources

Tony McGregor
Computer Science Department

The University of Waikato
Hamilton, New Zealand
tonym@cs.waikato.ac.nz

Abstract—Most active measurement projects are limited by
the number of measurement points and, consequently, the
number of perspectives they have on the Internet. The goal
of the RIPE NCC Atlas project is to deploy up to 100,000
active measurement monitors around the Internet. An extended
version of Hubble, which finds routing “black holes” is a
motivating application. Increasing the number of measurement
points by two orders of magnitude requires new measurement
approaches. For example, Atlas Hubble needs to perform
traceroute type path discovery from many sources to a small
number of destinations. It is important to optimise the load
placed on the destination monitors, especially if they are
located at the edges of the Internet. Doubletree is a path
discovery optimisation technique that may be applicable. To
date, Doubletree has only been investigated for a small number
of sources to many destinations. This paper reports on a
simulation study of Doubletree for the many sources, few
targets case. Initial results indicate that Doubletree may be very
effective in this case but further work is needed to understand
the impact of the sharing of coordination information.

Keywords-Doubletree; traceroute; active measurement;

I. I NTRODUCTION

This paper explores the effectiveness of the Doubletree [1]
algorithm in a Hubble-like [2] application where there are up
to 100,000 monitors. Hubble looks for routing “black holes”
in the Internet. A black hole is defined as a routing failure
that persists for at least 15 minutes where some, but not
all, parts of the Internet can not reach a given destination.
The system operates in two main modes: targetdiscovery
mode, where “reachability events” of this type are found, and
reachabilityanalysis mode, where as much detail as possible
about the location of the fault is found. In broad terms,
discovery mode operates using reachability measurements
while analysis mode uses path discovery.

To utilise a measurement system like Hubble in an en-
vironment where there are up to two orders of magnitude
more monitors than existing measurement systems requires
special attention to the load created by the measurement on
the network. This paper looks at the part of the Hubble load
that occurs once a reachability event has been found. In this
phase, Hubble investigates the event by sending traceroute
style probes from all its vantage points to the target of the
reachability failure. In the case of Atlas/Hubble, there might
be tens of thousands of distinct vantage points (e.g., one per
Autonomous System). Running the original traceroute from

this large number of sources has the potential to overwhelm
the destination, especially if the destination probe is located
with a home user or mobile device with limited bandwidth.
We investigate whether Doubletree can reduce this load.

Doubletree is designed to reduce the number of probes
sent when team probing occurs. It reduces the number of
probes sent to discover hops close to the source when
multiple destinations are explored from the same monitor
by starting to probe with a Time To Live (TTL)> 1. Once
the path from this mid-point to the destination has been dis-
covered (by sending successive packets with incrementally
greater TTLs), Doubletree sends probes with incrementally
smaller TTLs starting with the original mid-point TTL less
one. Probing stops when a node that has been discovered
before is re-discovered. This aspect of Doubletree is useful
for the Atlas/Hubble application but it is the other half of
the Doubletree methodology (which reduces the number of
probes sent to discover hops near the destination) that, at
face value, appears particularly useful to Atlas/Hubble.

Doubletree reduces redundant link discovery near the
destination in a similar way to how it reduces probing to
hops near to the source except that a global list of hops
discovered near destinations is shared by all monitors. In
the original Doubletree work, simulations with 24 source
monitors showed substantial savings. In Atlas, however,
there will many more monitors. As a starting point, we
assume one trace from every Autonomous System (AS) that
hosts an Atlas monitor giving approximately 22,000 sources
in our simulation.

Real-time behaviour influences the effectiveness of Dou-
bletree. For example, if several probes reach a link at about
the same time the second and subsequent monitors are
unlikely to have already received the stop-set information
indicating that this link is already known.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II
describes the simulation of Doubletree, including the main
assumptions and simplifications. Section III presents the
main results of the investigation. Information required to
reproduce this work is provided in Section IV. The paper
ends with a review of the current results and further work
needed to fully understand the use of Doubletree in this
context.
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II. SIMULATION

This Section describes the simulation of Doubletree un-
dertaken for this project. It includes the derivation of the
input data used and the major assumptions made.

A. Topology

To be realistic, the simulations need a topology that
matches the Internet as well as possible. In particular, the
length of paths and the branching nature (node in-degree
and out-degree) of the topology should be as similar to the
real Internet as possible. To this end, the simulator topology
used is based on a map of the Internet derived from CAIDA’s
Archipelago [3] infrastructure running the Scamper [4] tool
(from here on referred to as Scamper for simplicity although
we note that Scamper can be run in other environments).

Scamper attempts to measure the global topology of the
Internet. Traceroute style measurements are taken from a
relatively small number of sources to many destinations.
Scamper uses the intra-monitor part of Doubletree to reduce
the cost of probing hops near a monitor but does not use
the inter-monitor (global stop-set) part of Doubletree. The
output from Scamper is a set of runs where each run contains
a traceroute style probe to every destination address from
one member of the team of monitors. A single run started
on 3 Jan 2009 from a team of 13 monitors was used as
the topology input to the simulator. In future work, we plan
to repeat the simulations with other scamper data sets to
determine the stability of our results against the particular
scamper data set used.

The arrangement of nodes and links alone is not enough to
route packets through a network; routing information is also
required. In the simulator, routing information is represented
in a table of destinations and next-hop at each node. This
information is inherent in the scamper data set and we
simply maintain it in the simulator topology data structure.

B. Interfaces vs Routers

Scamper, like all traceroute based tools, discovers in-
terfaces not routers; the raw data does not show which
interfaces are on the same router. The simulator topology is,
therefore, also built in terms of interfaces not routers. This is
not problematic for the simulation, which also proceeds in
terms of packets being passed from interface to interface.
When we refer to nodes in the topology model we are
referring to a particular interface (not a router). Similarly,
links are between interfaces.

C. Discarded paths

Some of the paths in the scamper data are not usable in
the simulator, mostly because they are not well formed. For
example, scamper discovers loops in some paths. In others,
it abandons tracing because too many nodes do not reply
with a TTL expired message. In these cases, a complete
path from the source to the destination is not discovered

and the path can not be used in the simulation. Of the 5.6
million paths discovered in part or full by scamper, 241,763
(4%) are omitted from the simulation topology because of
these reasons.

D. Symmetric Paths

Scamper data is not a complete map of the Internet.
In particular, it contains paths from the monitors to the
destinations but not the reverse. It also does not measure
paths between destinations. The first issue is resolved in the
simulator by adding a symmetric path from the destination
back to the source. From other work [5], we know that
Internet paths are not always symmetric. We do not believe
that the symmetric nature of paths in the simulation topology
significantly affects our results because it is the overall
structure of the Internet (i.e., path lengths and branching)
not the exact details of particular paths that is important.
However, without a measured non-symmetric topology, we
have no way of demonstrating that this is the case.

The omission of paths between destinations is mostly not
problematic for the simulator because packets are only sent
between sources and destinations.

E. Alternative Paths

In some cases, Scamper discovers alternative paths be-
tween nodes within the network. In the Internet, alternative
paths may arise because of load balancing or because
the topology has changed during the measurement. As a
consequence, Scamper may discover different alternatives
between the same nodes within the network when it probes
between different source/destination pairs.

In the simulator topology model, alternative paths between
nodes are maintained. The same path variant is used when
packets are sent from a source to a destination as was
discovered when scamper measured the route between the
two. In the simulator topology data structure, this is done by
including a source as well as the destination in the next-hop
table at a node.

This approach does not necessarily match the behaviour
of the Internet in all cases, however it is likely to be
correct in most cases. If the source of the alternative paths
is a path change during scampers probing, either path is
acceptable for the simulation. It is not required that we
maintain both paths in this case but it is acceptable. In the
case where there are alternative paths due to load balancing,
using the same path as the one scamper discovered for this
source/destination pair will mostly match the behaviour of
the Internet. This is because per-destination and per-flow
load balances are most common in the Internet while per-
packet load balances are rare [6].

F. Missing hops

During traceroute style probing, it is common for some
hops to not reply with a TTL expired message. Often the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Modelling Missing Hops

hop is known to exist because later hops do respond but the
address of the hop can not be discovered. Approximately
22% of hops are not identified in the traces we used. Within
the simulator, these non-responding nodes are given a unique
address. The addresses are constructed so that they do not
collide with the IP addresses that most nodes have. To
support this, the simulator has two classes of address, an IP
address (printed as a doted quad) and a “missing” address
(printed as an “m” followed by a unique id).

This procedure does not exactly replicate the structure of
the Internet at the time scamper was probing because it is
possible that a missing hop in two different paths might be
the same interface but this approach inserts two different
interfaces (see Figure 1). From the Scamper data, it is not
possible to tell which scenario is correct.

G. Missing Topology

Although it is the most extensive macroscopic Internet
topology discovery system available, Scamper does not
discover all links in the Internet. The extent of missing
topology is not currently known. What Scamper discovers is
the path used from the vantage points it has at the time the
measurement was taken. Because the simulation is based on
edges measured by Scamper, the simulation matches how
packets were routed at that time. If the paths Scamper finds
are typical of all Internet paths, the missing topology has no
significant impact on the simulations.

H. Selection of Endpoints

The simulation uses a sub-set of the possible end-points
in the topology. The selection is based, in part, on the
AS (Autonomous System) that an endpoint belongs to. The
translation from IP address to AS number (ASN) is based
on data collected by the RIPE NCC Routing Information
Service (RIS) [7]. RIS data contains route dumps from
specially deployed routers that passively peer with operation
routers in many ISPs. The routing data collected describes

Internet routing as a set of elements with an IP address
range and a list of ASs that traffic may be router through
to reach IP addresses in the range. For more details see [7].
A database of address ranges and the last ASN in the path
was created from RIS data from 30 March 2009 to allow IP
addresses to be matched with a host AS. On occasion, there
is more than one last hop ASN for a given IP address. In
this case, the first ASN discovered in the data set is used.

For simulations of many sources to a few destinations,
the Scamper source monitor addresses are used for the
destination addresses. One source address present in the
Scamper data is selected from each AS for the destination
addresses. If there is more than one source in the same AS,
the first source discovered is used.

As explained in Section III (Results), some simulations
were performed from a few sources to many destinations.
In this case, the selection process is the same but with the
source and destination roles reversed.

This methodology produces a topology with 4.2 million
nodes (interfaces including sources and destinations) and55
million links between nodes.

I. Probing Strategy

Several different strategies for when to start sending
probes to a particular destination are modelled. The simplest
is “1-stage” in which, all probing to all destinations starts
at the beginning of the simulation. At the other extreme
is “staggered” probing where, the next destination is not
started until the previous one is complete and each monitor
waits until the previous monitor is complete. Between there
extremes we modelled “2-stage” and “10-stage” where the
first two (or ten) destinations are probed sequentially (as
in “staggered” probing) then the remaining probes are sent
when they are complete.

The different probing strategies explore whether slower
initial probing enhances the performance of Doubletree by
allowing probes started later to benefit from more infor-
mation from the early probes. In particular, the impact of
probing on the last hops is particularly important because
that is where there is the most potential for congestion
from the traffic created by the large number of monitors.
If the early probes learn the final hops, most later probes
would not re-probe them. Staggered probing is not suitable
for deployment because it will take too long to complete;
it is simulated to provide a best case against which the
performance of the other strategies can be compared.

Unlike the traditional traceroute, Doubletree does not
send multiple probes per TTL value. For comparison the
traceroute model in the simulator also sends one probe
packet per TTL value.

III. R ESULTS

The following sections describe the results of simulation
of Doubletree, first for the few sources case and then for
many sources.
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Figure 2. Few Sources, many destinations

A. Few monitors to many destinations

Although our motivation, the Atlas/Hubble application,
leads us to be most interested in the performance of Double-
tree with many monitors to a few destinations, we present the
reverse arrangement so that our results can be compared with
previous Doubletree simulations and because we explore
more parameters than previous studies have.

Figure 2(a) shows the effect, on the total number of pack-
ets sent, of varying the starting TTL that Doubletree probes
from. At low initial TTLs, the local stop set is less effective.
At high starting TTLs, extra probes are sent for paths that are
shorter than the starting TTL. The trade off between these
factors, in this topology, suggests a starting TTL of between
10 and 15. There are no significant differences between the
different probing strategies (staggered, 1-stage etc) and, as a
consequence, the lines are indistinguishable on the graphs.
The equivalent values for traceroute, which always starts
probing from TTL 1, are shown in the bottom left of the
graph.

The number of packets sent by Doubletree with an initial
TTL of 15, is approximately 4.4 million compared with 5.5

million for traceroute. A similar trade off can be seen with
the maximum number of packets sent on a single link and
the highest number of concurrent packets on a link (see
Figure 2(b) and (c)).

Even with Doubletree, there must be some redundant
discoveries. These occur because Doubletree probing cannot
stop in either direction until an interface that has already
been seen is re-discovered or the source or destination is
reached. When the initial TTL is too small for effective
operation of the local stop set, or too big for the global
stop set, further redundancies occur. Concurrent discoveries
may also cause redundant probes. Figure 2(d) shows the
percentage of interface discoveries that are redundant. Again,
initial TTL around 10-15 is most effective with about
half (55% for TTL=10) of the interface discoveries being
redundant compared to 74% for traceroute.

B. Many monitors to a few destinations

The many sources to a few destinations case is shown in
figures 3 and 4. In this case, the local stop set is lately
ineffective and most optimisation comes from the global
stop set. The cost of exchanging the global stop-set is not
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Figure 3. Many Sources, few destinations

included in these results.
Figure 3(a) shows the effect of varying the initial TTL

on the number of packets sent. Because of the predomi-
nant effect of the global stop set, which is most effective
at smaller starting TTLs, there is no trade off between
the effectiveness of the local and global stop sets. The
number of packets increases as the starting TTL increases.
Figure 3(b) shows an enlarged view of the area near the
origin. At an initial TTL of 1, the number of packets
sent using Doubletree is approximately 770,000 compared
with 5,600,000 for traceroute. Note, however, that the effect
of communicating the global stop set will add additional
packets to the Doubletree case.

Figure 3(c) shows the percentage of redundant discoveries
for the many sources case. Unlike the few sources case
(Figure 2(d)), there is no trade off. At initial TTL of 1,
there are less than 50% redundant discoveries (45% for
staggered start times and 48% for the other probe starting
strategies). Traceroute has 81% redundant discoveries forthe
many sources case.

The number of packets sent, especially the number of
packets sent on the links close to the sources and destina-

tions, is of particular interest in the Atlas/Hubble scenario
that motivated this study. The total number of packets
concurrently sent on a link is shown in Figure 3(d). For an
initial TTL of 1, the largest number of concurrent packets on
a link is 2 for staggered starts and 36 for the other probing
strategies. The former is inherent in the staggered strategy,
which does not send a new probe until the previous one has
finished. The equivalent values for traceroute are 2 and 1275
respectively.

The maximum number of packets carried by any one
(unidirectional) link during the course of the simulation is
shown in Figure 4(a). An enlarged view of the origin in
shown in Figure 4(b). For an initial TTL of 1, there are only
25 packets sent on the most most loaded link using staggered
traces and 51 for the other cases. Classical traceroute (but
with one probe per TTL, not 3) has a maximum load
on a single link of approximately 8300. This is a very
encouraging result but, again, we note the omission of the
cost of exchanging the global stop set.
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Figure 4. Maximum packets sent on a Link (many Sources, few destinations)

IV. REPRODUCIBILITY

Reproducing the results described here requires the sim-
ulator code, the scamper and RIS data sets and some asso-
ciated tools. The simulator code can be obtained from [8].
The simulator is written in C with some preprocessing of
the topology files written in Perl. gcc 4.3.2 and Perl 5.10.0
were used to produce the results for this paper.

The scamper data set is not allowed to be redistributed
but can be obtained from CAIDA via the request
form at [9]. As previously noted, the data set used
for this study is the Scamper run from 3 Jan 2009.
The data set consists of 13 files with names in the
pattern daily.l7.t1.c000359.20090103.mmm-
cc.warts.gz. mmm-cc should be replaced with the
monitor identification codes:amw-us bcn-es cjj-kr
dub-ie hel-fi hlz-nz laf-us lej-de mnl-ph
nrt-jp san-us syd-au yto-ca.

The files are decoded using thesc_analysis_dump
tool from the scamper package. For this work version
scamper-cvs-20070523o was used. Scamper [4] can
be obtained from the WAND website [10]. The version used
for this work is preserved along with the simulator code at
the address given above.

For the IP address to ASN translation, RIS data from 30
March 2009 was used. RIS data may be fetched from the
RIPE NCC at [11]. The RIS data that was used for this work
is also preserved with the simulator code at the address given
above.

V. CONCLUSIONS

If the cost of exchanging the global stop set is excluded,
Doubletree is expected to be very effective at reducing the
load on the monitors in an Atlas/Hubble system. Simulations
suggest the load on the most heavily utilised link reduces
from 8300 packets to just 51 packets atTTL = 1.

These simulations do not model the effect of sharing the
global stop set. Sharing the global stop-set will increase the
total number of packets sent (perhaps very significantly).
However, this extra load will be most concentrated around
the nodes that coordinate the exchange of global stop set
data. It is possible that, an Atlas/Hubble system could be
built with more capacity in this/these area(s). It is not
yet clear to what extent communication of the global stop
set reduces the Doubletree gains at interfaces near the
destination probe.

A second outcome of this work is the demonstration
that Internet scale simulation is now possible on commonly
available hardware. In this study, available memory and
single core execution speed where the limiting factors. The
simulator was custom written for this application. Significant
effort was made to optimise the implementation in both
memory usage and execution time. A simulation run (rep-
resenting a single point on the graphs) used around 8GB of
RAM and took between one hour and three days depending
on the number of packets sent. As noted, Scamper does not
measure all of the Internet. However, commodity hardware
with more cores and much larger memory are now common
and within the budget of most academic computer science
departments.
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Abstract—Peer-to-Peer (P2P) file sharing generates by far
the most Internet traffic reaching up to 70 % in some regions
of the world. These data volumes pose a significant challenge to
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) regarding traffic engineering.
Because P2P routing is usually agnostic of the underlying
topology, traffic engineering abilities of ISPs are inhibited
and their core networks are overburdened with P2P data. To
disburden ISPs’ core networks, we propose a new algorithm for
the BitTorrent (BT) protocol in order to improve peer selection.
BT users are provided with accurate information on the hop
counts to other BT users to select physically proximate users.
Thereby, the initial Time-To-Live value (TTL) of outgoing IP
packets is copied and inserted as part of the BT payload.
At the packet’s destination, the hop count is calculated as
the difference between the copied TTL and the TTL of the
IP header. We present simulation results for standard and
modified BT implementation and discuss impacts on both
the load of ISPs’ core networks and BT users’ download
performance.

Keywords-BitTorrent, Peer-to-Peer, Topology Awareness

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, Internet traffic is dominated by Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
data ranging from 43 % up to 70 % in different regions of
the world. This is mainly caused by file sharing applications
such as eMule or BitTorrent (BT). Particularly, BT traffic
accounts for up to 80 % of P2P traffic, i.e., 56 % of overall
Internet traffic [1].

On the one hand, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) benefit
from the P2P hype through an increase of their operating
income. This is because P2P applications are one of the
main reasons for Internet users to subscribe for a broadband
connection [2]. But on the other hand, the high P2P data
volumes pose a significant traffic engineering challenge. This
discrepancy between operating income and traffic engineer-
ing challenge puts network operators and ISPs into a difficult
situation. Other traffic like HTTP is choked down because
the network infrastructure is overburdened with P2P data.
The main reason is that routing within logical P2P networks
does not take the underlying physical Internet topology into
account [3]. Usually, an unstructured P2P network overlay—
on which we focus here—is constructed by choosing random

peers [4]. Due to this arbitrary procedure, neighborship
on the P2P overlay does not implicate proximity on the
underlying Internet topology at all. This problem is usually
denoted as topology mismatching problem between P2P
overlays and physical network infrastructures [5]. Thus,
two communicating P2P neighbors may be physically far
away from each other although the desired content is often
available on a physically more proximate peer as well [6].
Communication with physically distant peers uses long data
paths, e.g., regarding the hop count. This consumes more
bandwidth, which is highly inefficient when the load of
the network is already high. It can therefore cause traffic
congestions [7]. In contrast, communication with proximate
peers consumes less bandwidth and traffic in the core
network diminishes. ISPs benefit from traffic reduction in
their core networks as more bandwidth is available for other
applications. Moreover, traffic congestions can be reduced
as well.

Consequently, our contribution was motivated by the idea
of disburdening ISPs’ core networks by reducing the phys-
ical path lengths, i.e., the hop count. We developed a new
algorithm for the BT protocol to use hop count as additional
selection criterion for peers (besides their download perfor-
mance). However, the hop count for determining proximity
is not part of packets. Therefore, we also propose a new
approach to provide P2P users—BT users in particular—
with information on physical hop counts to other BT users.
We modified the standard BT implementation such that the
initial Time-To-Live value (TTL) of outgoing IP packets
is inserted as part of the BT payload. At the packet’s
destination, the modified BT algorithm calculates the hop
count from the inserted initial TTL and the received IP
packet’s TTL.

However, a BT user primarily wants to download desired
content as fast as possible. He is usually not aware of or even
not interested in the underlying transport mechanism. Thus,
a user would not select the most proximate BT user among
all users, which provide the desired content with nearly the
same upload capability. However, we assume BT users to
be cooperative by selecting close-by users unless they do
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not suffer from this decision regarding their performance.
We define performance as the time required to get desired
content, which we call the users’ Quality of Experience
(QoE). In the best case, it is beneficial for users and ISPs.
In the worst case, we want the performance to be equal to
or not considerably lower than the standard case when not
using the hop count.

Briefly summarized, the main contributions of this paper
are the following:

• Investigations are carried out on how to calculate the
hop count and provide it for BT users.

• Improved peer selection for BT is described, where hop
count information is used by a modified BT algorithm
to select close-by users.

• Simulation results for standard and modified BT algo-
rithm are presented and (dis-)advantages for both ISPs
and BT users are discussed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II contains a comparison of the proposed approach
with related work. Section III explains the computation of
the hop count from the TTL and how to provide the initial
TTL. Section IV addresses improved peer selection for BT.
Section V shows impacts of improved peer selection on the
load of an ISP’s core network and BT users’ performance.
The paper concludes in Section VI.

II. COMPARISON WITH RELATED WORK

Many approaches, e.g., [8] and [9] to construct un-
structured topology-aware overlay networks do exist. These
approaches improve performance significantly and avoid un-
necessary traffic by exploiting network proximity. However,
they require adding structure to unstructured P2P networks
following physical network characteristics. Furthermore,
traffic overhead is created for maintaining this structure.
In contrast to these approaches, we do not intervene with
the construction of unstructured P2P networks. Instead, we
slightly modify the BT protocol to provide the hop count
and select proximate peers by means of a new BT choking
algorithm. Thereby, no modification of the construction
algorithm is necessary and no additional packets have to be
sent to determine the distance, i.e., the hop count between
peers.

Also, there are approaches to shape P2P traffic in a more
efficient way with network support. The IETF has planned
to develop a protocol for Application-Layer Traffic Opti-
mization (ALTO). By means of an ALTO server, peers can
obtain information “to perform better-than-random initial
peer selection” [10]. The Portal for P2P Applications (P4P)
project aims at allowing more effective cooperate traffic
control between P2P applications and ISPs via dedicated
trackers to localize P2P traffic [11]. Moreover, in the course
of the Network-Aware P2P-TV Application over Wise Net-
works (NAPA-WINE) project, the impacts on the underlying

transport network shall be minimized when distributing P2P-
IPTV datastreams [12]. Thereby, a so-called “network-peer
can perform actions to optimize the P2P overlay taking into
account the status of the transport network”. [13] suggests to
use autonomous system (AS) hop count to achieve locality-
awareness in BitTorrent-like P2P applications. However, the
tracker is required to know the Internet topology and peers
have to obtain dynamic distance information by P4P or con-
tent distribution networks. As opposed to these approaches,
our approach is completely self-sufficient and does not
require network support but does the necessary modifications
solely in the BT application.

III. COMPUTING HOP COUNT FOR BT

Since hop count information is neither stored in the IP
header nor elsewhere, it is necessary to compute it. There
are two methods for hop count calculation [14]. One is
the so-called active measurement. The other is denoted as
passive measurement. For active measurement, ICMP ECHO
packets are used. Although this method mostly results in
an accurate hop count, applying it to many hosts in current
and prospective P2P scenarios is impractical since enormous
traffic overhead is created. Contrary, passive measurement
simply means subtracting the final TTL of a received IP
packet from its initial TTL. This is ideal for computing hop
counts of many hosts as no extra packets have to be sent.
Consequently, this approach is chosen for calculating the
hop count. However, the problem with passive measurement
is that the initial TTL is not available in IP packets. Thus,
it must be made available.

The TTL is part of the IPv4 (further referred to as IP)
header [15]. It is used as hop counter. Thus, each router
processing a packet decrements the TTL by one. To calculate
the hop count from TTL, the initial TTL of an outgoing IP
packet is required. Then, this value can be subtracted from
the final TTL of the IP header at the packet’s destination to
get the hop count. As shown in [16], due to the heterogeneity
of the Internet, there is no unique initial TTL. The initial
TTL depends on the operating system.

Consequently, the question is: How to provide the initial
TTL? Therefore, we propose a modified BT algorithm to
insert the initial TTL into BT messages.

A. Standard (tracker-based) BT algorithm

For every shared file in BT, an own P2P net is created.
To search for a file, usually a web site is contacted to get
a .torrent file. This file contains, among other things, the
address of a tracker and information about the file to be
downloaded. The tracker is contacted to get a list of BT users
holding the file (or parts of it—so-called chunks). Thereby,
all BT users, which are interested in this file, form a so-
called swarm. Complete downloader serving the whole files
are called seeds. Incomplete downloaders are called leechers.
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Protocol String 
Length (Pstrlen)

31

Protocol String (Pstrlen bytes)

16 15 0

Info Hash (20 bytes)

Peer ID (20 bytes)

Protocol String (Pstrlen bytes)

Reserved (8 bytes)Initial TTL

Figure 1. Composition of a BT Handshake message.

For selecting a user who may download a chunk, BT
applies the so-called choking algorithm [17]. Put in a nut-
shell, this is a variant of the tit-for-tat strategy. Only users
offering sufficient upload performance are given download in
return. The choking algorithm to determine a user that may
download chunks is executed periodically because upload
performance of users can change quickly.

B. Including the Initial TTL in BT messages

To introduce as few overhead as possible into the BT
algorithm and BT traffic, the initial TTL is only included
into necessary BT messages. Two types of messages can be
distinguished in BT flows: the tracker requests and responses
and the messages between BT users. Thereby, messages be-
tween BT users are solely exchanged via TCP sockets. One
message necessary for BT user interaction is the Handshake
message (see Figure 1) [18]. Per BT specification 1.0, which
is widely used for BT protocol implementations, Pstrlen is
set to 19 and Protocol String = “BitTorrent protocol”.

A BT Handshake is sent by the initiator of a connection
between two users of a swarm. In return, the recipient of
the Handshake message has to respond with a Handshake
message himself. In both the Handshake message and the
response to it, the modified BT algorithm directly inserts
the initial TTL. The authors suggest to use the first byte of
the eight Reserved bytes since these bytes can be used to
change the BT protocol behavior.

C. Providing the TTL in the BT application

As TCP sockets are used for communication, IP header
fields like the TTL are not available in applications per se.
Therefore, following two questions are answered to clarify
how to make it available:

1) How to get the initial TTL of outgoing BT Handshakes?
The initial TTL is retrieved via the BSD sockets compatible
function getsockopt, which is both Windows and Unix-
compatible. Thereby, the specific socket option IP TTL is
used, which is supported by TCP sockets for outgoing
packets.

2) How to get the final TTL of incoming BT Handshakes?
Since TCP sockets do not offer support for providing the

Cond1:
A’s Quot > 
B’s Quot?

Cond2:
A’s Hop Count <= 
B’s Hop Count?

Cond4:
B’s Hop Count <= 
A’s Hop Count?

True False

A climbs up in 
unchoke list

Cond3:
A’s Quot·(1-WF) <= 

B’s Quot?

Cond5:
B’s Quot·(1-WF) <= 

A’s Quot?

B climbs up in 
unchoke list

B climbs up in 
unchoke list

A climbs up in 
unchoke list

A climbs up in 
unchoke list

B climbs up in 
unchoke list

True True

True False

False

False True

False

Figure 2. New BT choking algorithm for calculating a user’s position in
the unchoke list. The hop count is used as additional selection criterion.

TTL of incoming packets, the pcap (packet capture) interface
is used additionally. Unix-like OS apply the pcap implemen-
tation libpcap, whereby Windows OS use a port of libpcap
called WinPcap. Using filters like the Berkeley Packet Filter,
already the kernel can be instructed to copy only packets,
which match the composition of a BT Handshake, to the
BT application. Thus, the kernel buffer is not overfilled
with packets, which could lead to high packet loss. Possible
alternatives are raw sockets offering direct access to the
network layer as well. However, they do either forward each
packet to the application or do not forward TCP packets at
all (depending on the OS implementation) and are thus not
feasible.

IV. IMPROVED PEER SELECTION FOR BITTORRENT

The modification of BT for improved peer selection
concerns BT’s choking algorithm. The standard choking
algorithm selects BT users that may download chunks solely
depending on their offered upload performance (except
optimistic unchokes). Users are ranked in an unchoke list
such that the user with the highest upload performance (i.e.,
the highest service rate) is on top. Usually, a fixed number of
users on top of the list (e.g., 4) may download concurrently.
In the modified version, users are no longer ranked only
depending on their upload performance. Instead, for two
users A and B in another user’s unchoke list, quotients for
those users A and B are calculated as

Quotient = Service Rate/Hop Count.

The quotient (denoted as Quot in the algorithm depicted in
Figure 2) determines a user’s rank in the unchoke list. If A’s
quotient is greater than B’s, i.e., condition 1 = true (denoted
as Cond1 in Figure 2) and A’s hop count is smaller than or
equal to B’s (Cond2 = True), A climbs up in the unchoke
list.

However, if A’s hop count is greater than B’s (Cond2
= False), A’s quotient is multiplied (i.e., weighted) by a
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variable factor (1 - hop count weighting factor (WF)) with
WF values ranging from 0 to 1. If A’s weighted quotient
is smaller than or equal to B’s quotient (Cond3 = True),
B climbs up in the unchoke list because B’s hop count
is weighted more than A’s upload performance. Otherwise
(Cond3 = False), A climbs up because A’s upload per-
formance is weighted more than B’s hop count. In the
else-branch of the algorithm, we have stated the analog
conditions for B’s quotient being greater than A’s.

As an exemplification for the algorithm, let us assume
a user A with high service rate and high hop count and a
user B with moderate service rate but very low hop count.
Following the calculation rule for a user’s quotient, A is
assigned a relatively low quotient compared to B’s quotient
regardless A’s high service rate. Still, A’s quotient be greater
than B’s quotient in this example (Cond1 = True) although
B’s hop count be significantly smaller than A’s hop count
(Cond2 = False). However, B’s hop count can be given an
even higher weight by assigning an approriate, i.e., high WF
value to let B climb up in the unchoke list (Cond3 = True).

To summarize, WF is used to make a compromise re-
garding the weighting of a user’s upload performance and
his hop count. A high WF value results in BT users with
low hop counts on top of the unchoke list almost regardless
their upload performance. Vice versa, a low WF value leads
to a higher weight of a user’s upload performance. Thus,
users with high upload performance are put more probably
on top of the unchoke list nearly irrespective of their hop
count.

One approach for the selection of close-by BT users is to
let the user decide directly. The alternative approach, which
we follow in this paper, is to integrate an automatic selection
mechanism into the BT algorithm.

V. EVALUATION OF STANDARD AND MODIFIED BT
ALGORITHM

In this section, simulation results are shown using the
network simulator ns-2. Results include a comparison of
standard with modified BT algorithm in terms of the number
of hops between users, the load of the core network, and
users’ QoE.

A. Simulation Setup

To implement the BT algorithm in ns-2, a BT patch
from [19] has been used. The BT algorithm has been
complemented by the dynamic nature of peers, i.e., the BT
users’ behavior of continuously leaving and entering the
BT network. According to [20], BT users follow a Weibull
distribution when arriving at the BT network (inter-arrival
time). Session lengths of BT users, i.e., the time how long
they stay in the BT network each time they appear are
implemented to follow a Weibull distribution as well. When
BT users leave the BT network after a session, they return
after a uniformly distributed time (downtime). Finally, BT

Figure 3. Telefonica’s network infrastructure in Germany [21]

users stay in the BT network for a while after the completion
of a download (lingering). The lingering time is modeled
with a Weibull distribution.

At the start of each simulation run, one BT user is a
seeder. This seeder stays in the network until each BT user
of the swarm has finished his download of a file of 100 MB
in size. The maximum number of users that may download
concurrently from another user is set to 4.

For the simulation, a topology has been developed, which
maps Telefonica’s backbone network in Germany [21].
Telefonica possesses one of the most capacious network
infrastructures in Germany. The schematic layout of the
developed topology is depicted in Figure 3 and consists of

• a backbone network of routers,
• Broadband Remote Access Servers (BRAS) that are

connected to routers, which are linked to DSL Access
Multiplexers (DSLAMs),

• and BT users, which are connected to DSLAMs.
In accordance with Telefonica’s network infrastructure in
Germany, the developed topology comprises 16 routers. The
number of BRAS is set to 4 per router (resulting in 64
BRAS) and there are 6 DSLAMs per BRAS (resulting in
384 DSLAMs). The number of BT users is set to 200 for
the simulations. The routers form a static structure like the
one apparent in Figure 3. BRAS are uniformly distributed
around routers and in the same way, DSLAMs are uniformly
distributed around BRAS. Users are randomly connected to
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Figure 4. Number of hops for varying WF values. The result for standard
BT is independent from WF values and therefore constant.

DSLAMs. The number of BRAS, DSLAMs, and users is
fixed for all simulations. The bandwidth between routers and
between routers and BRAS has been set to 20 Gbit/s. The
bandwidth between DSLAMs and BRAS is set to 1 Gbit/s.
These bandwidths values are common values in practice.
Each BT user is assigned a download capacity of 6 Mbit
and an upload capacity of 1.5 Mbit, which are reasonable
values for an asymmetric Internet access.

B. Simulation Results

Both standard and modified BT algorithm (BTA) have
been simulated on the developed topology. In our simula-
tions, the following values have been determined for varying
WF values to compare both algorithms:

• Number of physical hops: Summed up number of phys-
ical hops that data has to travel through the network
during the simulation.

• Data volume in the core network: Summed up data
volume passing the routers of the core network during
the simulation.

• Time necessary for the last user to finish a file down-
load: Time needed until the last BT user has finished
the file download during the simulation.

As users are connected to DSLAMs randomly, for each
WF value on the x-axis, 38 measurements have been taken.
In the diagrams, the mean value of those 38 measurements
is depicted on the y-axis for each WF value. For the
modified BT, the 95 % confidence interval (CI) is depicted
to demonstrate that the measurements’ precision is sufficient
to draw conclusions.

The calculated mean value for standard BT is independent
from WF values and thus constant. Therefore, the CI is
not charted for standard BT (CI for the data volume in the
core network: 73 Mbit, CI for the number of physical hops:
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Figure 5. Time until the last BT user has downloaded the file for varying
WF values. The result for standard BT is independent from WF values and
therefore constant.

234344, CI for the time necessary for the last user to finish
a file download: 157 h).

As apparent from Figure 4, the number of hops decreases
when applying the modified BTA except for WF = 0. For
WF = 0, the simulation results show a minor increase of the
number of hops by 2 % compared to the standard BTA.
This is due to the fact that hop count is considered by
the algorithm in Figure 2 but users’ upload performance
dominates as peer selection criterion. Thereby, the degrees
of freedom are limited and the number of hops increases.
Please remember, that hop count is always considered by
the modified BTA and an increasing WF value solely boosts
the hop count’s influence. Any other WF value decreases
the total number of hops. In fact, for WF = 40, 60, 80, and
100 %, we achieved the highest reduction of approximately
2 %.

This relatively slight decrease in the number of hops
results in a significant lower load of the core network for the
modified BT variant. Table I illustrates this fact, showing a
reduction of the core load by 11 % for WF = 40 and 60.
The slight increase of the core load for WF = 0 % has the
same reasons that apply for the increased number of hops
for WF = 0.

Furthermore, our simulations show that the time necessary
until the last BT user has downloaded the complete file
is considerably lower if the modified BTA is applied (see
Figure 5). In fact, time is even decreased by up to 97 % for
WF = 40 %. This tremendous decrease of time involves a
reduction of the core load by 11 % and a decrease of the
number of hops by 2 %. Thus, choosing WF values between
40 and 60 % is obviously benefical for both BT users and
the core network as these values offer the highest degrees
of freedom regarding peer selection.
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Table I
DATA VOLUME IN THE CORE NETWORK FOR VARYING WF VALUES. THE

RESULT FOR STANDARD BT IS INDEPENDENT FROM WF VALUES AND
THEREFORE CONSTANT.

Standard BTA Modified BTA
WF Data volume Data volume Data volume CI

[Gbit] [Gbit] reduction [%] [Mbit]

0

29.10

29.48 -1 79
0.1 26.24 10 82
0.2 26.20 10 84
0.4 26.03 11 75
0.6 25.99 11 68
0.8 26.16 10 80
1.0 26.19 10 90

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new choking algorithm for the BT
protocol to preferably select physically close-by BT users
in order to disburden ISPs’ core networks. The selection
criterion is the hop count. It is calculated from the difference
of the initial TTL value of a packet’s IP header and the TTL
value at the packet’s destination. As the initial TTL is not
directly available, it is inserted into BT Handshake messages
by the modified BT algorithm.

The simulations carried out for the BT algorithm clearly
show that ISPs benefit from a modified BT using the hop
count as additional selection criterion for download partners.
The load of the ISP’s core network is alleviated by up to
11 %. Thereby, traffic is localized (the number of hops is
reduced by up to 2 %). Moreover, our simulation show that
users’ QoE tremendously increases as time for the last BT
user to finish a download is decreased by up to 97 %.

Future work will focus on providing the hop count for fur-
ther P2P file sharing protocols such as eMule’s unstructured
eDonkey2000 and its impacts on Internet traffic.
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Abstract—For the evaluation of high-speed packet processing
systems, high performance traffic generators are needed. They
have to be configurable to produce various traffic patterns and
achieve preferably full Gigabit link utilization. The evaluation
of packet processing systems has become a critical task as
current open-source—especially software—tools have a lack
of throughput and suitable hardware generators are very
expensive. Thus, an FPGA-based testing framework containing
a traffic generator and a performance monitor, each of them
based on an FPGA, was developed. In order to evaluate
different packet processing systems, this framework maintains
a high level of configurability. Summarized, this paper presents
an FPGA-based traffic generator, dedicated to high throughput
testing of packet processing systems.

Keywords-Traffic Generator, Performance Measurement,
Network Testing

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, an increasing number of users subscribe for an
Internet connection. Due to their increasing bandwidth de-
mands, Packet Processing Systems (PPS), which execute
tasks like packet classification, manipulation, and forwarding
have to process packets at very high rates. To guarantee their
correct functionality, they have to be tested under worst-case
conditions i.e., with maximum traffic load. Consequently,
traffic generators are needed for generating traffic to fully
utilize links in order to evaluate a PPS’s performance under
these conditions. At the same time, traffic generators have
to to be configurable to generate various patterns of traf-
fic occurring in practice. Software-based traffic generators
provide high configurability but have limited performance.
Traffic generators implemented in hardware e.g., on a Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) are able to generate
traffic at very high rates. However, they often lack a high
degree of configurability as providing high configurability
in hardware results in enourmous hardware costs or are too
expensive for the proposed use.

Thus, this work has been inspired by the need of an
affordable and configurable traffic generator offering full
Gigabit Ethernet link utilization. The developed framework
consists of an FPGA-based traffic generator, an FPGA-
based traffic monitor to measure Gigabit link utilization,

and a software tool to configure the traffic generator. An
unique selling proposition of the proposed architecture is its
integration in the hardware design process of PPS by reusing
the therefore developed testbenches.

The traffic generator’s performance is compared to that
of the open-source software based traffic generator pack-
ETH [1]. PackETH provides convenient handling to carry
out extensive tests and, to the best of our knowledge, its
performance has not been evaluated before. We exemplarily
derive the necessary level of configurability from tests to
evaluate the performance of a recently published PPS called
IPclip (IP Calling Line Identification Presentation) [2].

Briefly summarized, the main contributions of this paper
are the following:

• Investigations on requirements for a configurable traffic
generator are carried out.

• A combined hardware-software framework consisting
of a configuration tool, traffic generator, and traffic
monitor is proposed.

• The traffic generator’s performance results for the IP-
clip use case are presented. They are compared to the
performance results achieved for the traffic generator
packETH.

• Integration of the framework into the hardware design
process of PPS is illustrated.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II contains an overview of related work. Section III
investigates requirements for a configurable traffic generator.
Section IV introduces a combined hardware-software proto-
type for the developed traffic generator. Section V presents
performance results for both the proposed packet generator
and packETH. The paper concludes in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

There is a wide variety of tools to generate traffic—both
commercial and open-source solutions.

One example for a commercial software solution is a
highly configurable traffic generator offered by ZTI for
Windows XP and Vista [3]. It achieves a link utilization
of up to 97.4 % for 1 Gbit/s Ethernet links. However, for
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testing PPS as in the authors’ targeted use case, ZTI’s traffic
generator is both too complex, does not offer full Gigabit
Ethernet link utilization, and is not complimentary.

Most of available open-source software traffic generators
are designed for Linux, either as Linux kernel modules
or user space tools. Compared to kernel modules, user
space tools have a limited performance as kernel modules
directly operate on the network device driver bypassing
the kernel networking subsystem. The Kernel-based Traffic
Engine (KUTE) is an example for a Linux kernel module
[4]. KUTE is able to send UDP packets and approximately
achieves up to 41.4 % link utilization for Gigabit Ethernet
links in the authors’ investigated test cases. Examples for
user space tools are the Brawny and RobUst Traffic Engine
(BRUTE), the Real-time UDP Data Emitter (RUDE), the
Multi-Generator (MGEN), and the Internet Traffic Genera-
tor (ITG) [5][6][7][8]. None of them achieves higher link
utilization rates than KUTE does.

Hardware traffic generators mostly base on Field Pro-
grammable Gate Arrays due to their flexibility and high
performance [9][10]. In [9], the authors state their archi-
tecture is scalable from 50 Mbit/s up to 2.5 Gbit/s but do
not carry out performance evaluations. The work proposed in
[10] aims at evaluating high performance QoS traffic servers
rather than achieving full link utilization. There are some
approaches combining general-purpose PCs with network
processors such as BRUte on Network prOcessor (BRUNO)
[11]. However, the authors do not carry out performance
evaluations either.

In contrast to the authors’ approach, none of the open-
source packet generators’ performance is sufficient to test
PPS with full link utilization. Furthermore, most FPGA-
based traffic generators are designed for dedicated purposes
or, in the authors’ opinion, lack a detailed evaluation of
performance for extensive test cases.

Another group of traffic generators are commercial Hard-
ware based generators e.g., from IXIA [12]. Depending
on the traffic patterns to be sent, these generators are
suitable for testing PPSs with high loads. Most of them can
easily be extended for higher generation loads, by adding
extension cards with further generation engines. However,
these systems are very expensive. Depending on the desired
configuration, thousands of dollars up to more than 100,000
dollars have to be spent. Therefore, these well-performing
traffic generators are not appropriate for the proposed sce-
nario.

III. REQUIREMENTS FOR A CONFIGURABLE TRAFFIC
GENERATOR

On the one hand, traffic generators for testing PPS have to
provide a high level of configurability to be able to configure
extensive test cases. To exactly reproduce practical traffic
conditions, it is necessary to be able to adjust all necessary

parameters. Preferably, every single frame should be defin-
able. Thereby, a frame’s adjustable parameters depend on the
PPS’ use case. On the other hand, traffic generators should
achieve high traffic rates anyway. Especially if the perfor-
mance of a PPS shall be evaluated, achievable throughput of
the traffic generator is of high importance. Since an optimal
combination of these two requirements can only be satisfied
by expensive hardware based traffic generators, an FPGA-
based traffic generator was developed.

Before the specific requirements for the presented traffic
generator will be worked out, its use case shall be briefly
explained. The PPS to be tested, is the recently invented
IPclip mechanism [2][13]. IPclip is implemented on the ac-
cess nodes of an internet service provider. It is a mechanism
providing Trust-by-Wire in IP-based networks by adding
trustworthy location information to IPv4 and IPv6 packets.
Thereby, IPclip adds some additional header options to the
IP header. These options include location information e.g., a
GPS position and some information about the access node.
Since the IPclip prototype has already been functionally ver-
ified [14], further investigations concerning its performance
and the stability of its implementation under very high traffic
loads shall be made. Since it inserts additional information
to the IP headers and therefore increases packet lengths, it
can be necessary to drop a certain percentage of frames in
case of full link load. To reproduce these real scenarios, it
is mandatory to use test equipment capable of generating
traffic fully utilize a 1 Gbit/s Ethernet link. As exposed in
the preceding section, only hardware-based traffic generators
are able to provide appropriate traffic patterns in conjunction
with high configurability.

Link utilization denotes the quotient of achieved through-
put (TP) divided by the theoretically possible TP for a link
as stated in Formula 1:

Link Utilization =
Achieved TP

Theoretically Max. TP
(1)

Thereby, TP is the number of bytes traversing a link per
second (see Formula 2).

TP =
Number of Bytes

1s
(2)

When generating frames with a traffic generator, the fra-
me size in bytes is an important parameter, since it directly
determines the maximum number of frames i.e., headers,
which have to be generated. The total number of bytes on a
1 Gbit/s link is calculated as the sum of following values:

• 12 bytes Inter Frame Gap (IFG)
• 7 bytes preamble and 1 byte Start-of-Frame-Delimiter

(SFD)
• frame size in bytes
• 4 bytes Frame Check Sequence (FCS)
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Figure 1. Test setup consisting of PC running the configuration PC, hardware traffic generator, PPS under test, and monitoring HW and PC.

The IFG, preamble, SFD, and FCS are added by
transceiver chips and cannot be influenced by the traffic
generator. Thus, to calculate the total number of bytes per
link, 24 bytes have to be added to the size of each sent
frame.

The smallest size an Ethernet frame can have is 60 bytes
(without IFG, preamble, SFD, and FCS). That is, 84 bytes
are occupied on a 1 Gbit/s Ethernet link for each frame.
As we focus on PPS, which take their decisions solely
based on header information of frames, processing minimum
length frames represents the worst-case. On a 1 Gbit/s
Ethernet link, at most approximately 1.5 million smallest
size frames can be transmitted per second. That is, the
corresponding maximum number of headers to be processed
by the PPS. Contrary, only the headers of 81,000 frames have
to be processed when sending maximum length frames of
1,514 bytes. Consequently, achieving full link utilization for
smallest size frames is a critical task for traffic generators.

To enable the proposed traffic generator to fully utilize
a Gigabit link for minimum sized frames, some limitations
concerning the configurability of header options had to be
made. Considering the IPclip use case, header options have
been defined to be configurable based on their relevance
for the IPclip mechanism. These fields include IP source
address, two VLAN tags, and the length of the to be
generated frame.

Summarized, the proposed architecture for a configurable
traffic generator shall be able to fully utilize a 1 Gbit/s
Ethernet link and be configurable in regard to the IPclip use
case. A further major requirement was to be able to reuse
the hardware testbench of the developement process of the
IPclip system.

IV. PROTOTYPE REALIZATION

To fullfill the above mentioned requirements, an architec-
ture divided into a HW and a SW part was developed.

The software part enables convenient and flexible con-
figuration and only generates values for header options,
which shall be variable. The hardware, implemented on
an FPGA ensuring throughput of 1 Gbit/s, is configured
by this software running on a PC. The main task of the
hardware is to generate standard conform frames i.e., IP
packets based on these variable header options send from the
configuration software. To clarify, the hardware implements
a kind of traffic amplification. From a small configuration
set, it generates a larger complete frame.

Figure 1 depicts the general setup for the usage of the
proposed system architecture and a monitor to measure the
output of the PPS to be tested. In the first phase, a software
on a PC generates sets of values for the configurable header
options. Following, these sets are transmitted via an Ethernet
link to the FPGA, which implements the HW part of the
traffic generator. The therefore sent frames (see Figure 2)
consist of one byte, which determines the operation for the
HW. This byte is followed by as many configuration sets as
a maximum length frame can contain. The HW implemented
on this FPGA is the main functional part of the generator. It
receives these configuration sets. From each set it generates
one Ethernet frame. These generated frames are mostly fixed
in their composition. Only the options, which have to be
configurable in order to test the PPS, are generated and sent
from the PC. The resulting frames are transmitted on the link
to the PPS. After the previously mentioned steps, the task of
traffic generation is finished. The PPS under test receives the
generated frames. It processes them and transmits the traffic
to another FPGA. This one implements a traffic monitor able
to count the number of received frames and bytes and collect
other information about the incoming data stream. These
values are transmitted via a second Ethernet link to a PC. On
this PC, a software determines performance metrics of the
PPS e.g., regarding frame rate, bandwidth, and packet drops.
Only a HW-based monitor was able to correctly measure the
traffic under high loads. This especially applies for traffic
streams consisting of many minimum length frames.

During the evaluation of the traffic generator itself, nearly
the same setup has been used. It only differs in the HW being
directly connected with the monitor. Thereby, the parameters
of the generated traffic could be measured conveniently. The
implemented traffic monitor is not capable of evaluating fine
grained statistical information about the traffic. It does not
bother with timing data e.g., jitter etc., since this is out of

Src IP VLAN Length IndexControl

OpCode
Config 
Set 1

Config 
Set 2

. . .
Config 
Set n

Figure 2. Structure of a configuration frame containing an operation byte
followed by as many configuration sets as possible.
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the scope for this work and the envisaged use case of IPclip.
The fundamental idea of this architecture is an amplifica-

tion of the configuration stream to a data stream of 1 Gbit/s.
In order to reduce the amount of data to be generated by
and sent from the PC, the configurable header options are
as small as possible. An example traffic stream shall be
generated, in which frames are 500 bytes long on average.
Each frame has a specific frame length (2 byte), source IP
address (4 bytes), and include one VLAN tag (2 byte). One
control byte is needed to define, which options of the header
to be configured with this set. Therefore, a configuration set
for one single frame consists of 9 bytes. Resulting from
this scenario, amplification of link utilization by a factor of
55 is realized. This example only clarifies the fundamental
mechanism. It does not take into account values like inter
frame gap, preamble, and start of frame and FCS.

A. Hardware

This section illustrates the hardware architecture of the
traffic generator (see Figure 3). Fundamentally it consists of
two finite state machines (FSM). At the input of the traffic
generator, an FSM receives frames from the configuration
software running on a PC. These frames contain commands
from the software part and configuration sets, respectively.
All configuration sets are stored into a first in first out
memory (FIFO). Since the link to the PPS shall only be
fully utilized and no deterministic traffic patterns shall be
sent, it does not matter if this memory is full resulting in
dropped configuration sets. However, it is more important
that the FIFO never runs empty to maintain highest load on
the PPS under test. Consequently, the generation of frames
does not start until the FIFO is filled for the first time.

The second FSM depicted in Figure 3 generates frames.
Therefore, it reads a set from the FIFO. First of all, it
processes the control byte determining, which header options
to be configured. Based on this information, a frame of
the desired length and the configured header options is
generated. Consequently, all header options as well as the
payload of the frame, which are not configured by the
configuration set, are determined statically or randomly.
Whether these fields shall be filled with random or static
data is determined by the configuration software. Since, the
proposed traffic generator shall be able to build frames of
many different protocols, there exists corresponding state
machines to implement the needed header structures.

Although the proposed architecture is able to realize
an enourmous amplification in link utilization, the FIFO
containing the configuration sets can run empty. Therefore,
two solutions were implemented. The first one is to repeat
the last generated frame. To configure this solution, the
configuration PC sends a frame before the actual test run
starts, which determines how often generated frames shall be
repeated. For the envisaged IPclip use case the same frame
can be repeated immediately. However, when testing PPSs,

Config.
Stream

Generate
FSM

1 Gbit/sConfig.
Sets

Preconfigured Data

Index
Preconfiguration

Receive
FSM

FIFO

Lookup
Table

Figure 3. Architecture of the configurable traffic generator’s HW.

which implement some caching functionalities, repetition of
frames is no appropriate action. This would probably falsify
the performance evaluation of those systems. Therefore, a
second solution was implemented. Before the generation of
frames starts, a configuration stage is introduced. In this
phase the configuration software sends frames containing
predefined data for long header options or a set of several
header options. These predefined data is stored in a buffer
within the traffic generator’s hardware. During the process
of generating frames, these sets of preconfigured data can
be selected by an even smaller index, which is part of the
variable configuration sets generated by the PC. A possible
application of this solution might be the preconfiguration of
IPv6 addresses. IPv6 addresses would take 16 byte to be
transmitted if they were entirely configurable. It is much
more efficient to transmit just an index for a preconfigured
lookup table. With a two byte long index, a 65,536 deep
table of IPv6 addresses can already be addressed.

B. Configuration Software

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, a software
running on a host PC is used to transmit variable sets
of configurable header options to the hardware part of
the traffic generator. Therefore, a C++ program using the
WinPcap library [15] to transmit the configuration sets over
an Ethernet link to the described hardware was implemented.
First of all, a protocol for these configuration frames had
to be defined. Since the hardware of the traffic generator
is directly connected to the configuration PC and therefore
receives any frame sent from it, no addressing scheme is
needed. Hence, no Ethernet header is required. Thus, it is
possible to use as many bytes as possible for configuration
sets. However, it is possible to implement an Ethernet and an
IP header in order to be able to realize a spatial separation of
the configuration PC and the hardware part of the generator.
Figure 2 depicts the structure of the configuration frames.
The first byte of a frame defines how the receiving state
machine handles a frame. For example, a frame sets the
replay counter, or writes a preconfigured table, or contains
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Table I
THEORETICAL CONFIGURATION THROUGHPUT (TP) FOR VARIOUS SETS

OF CONFIGURABLE PARAMETERS. THE NUMBERS IN THE FRAME
LENGTH FIELD DEFINE THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF THE RESULTING

FRAMES.

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Frame length (2 Bytes) X X X
IPv4 Address (4 Bytes) X X
IPv6 Address (16 Bytes) X
VLAN Tag (2 Bytes) 2X
LUT Index (2 Bytes) X X

Set Size in Bytes 7 25 9
Config. TP [Mbit/s]

85 303 109
(avg. length 60 Bytes)
Config. TP [Mbit/s]

14 49 18
(avg. length 500 Bytes)

a set of configurable options to generate frames. In the usual
case of sending configurable options, this operation byte is
followed by configuration sets to be written in the afore
mentioned operation FIFO. The length of each configuration
set depends on the header options it determines. Hence, each
set starts with the control byte that indicates the structure
of the configuration set i.e., which options it configures. A
variable number of configuration sets can be transmitted.
Configuration sets are always transmitted using maximum
length frames as each Ethernet frame implies an overhead.
This overhead results from the inter frame gap, preamble,
start of frame delimiter, and the frame check sequence.

Since the mechanism of amplifying configuration band-
width to full 1 Gbit/s bandwidth was briefly summarized in
the beginning of this section, the following description shall
investigate it more detailed. To simplify the examinations,
a configuration frame is assumed to include parameter sets
of the same length. Table I depicts different scenarios of
configurable header options.

Each column of the table illustrates a possible configura-
tion set for the IPclip use case. Header options marked with
a cross are determined by the configuration PC and therefore
transmitted to the FPGA. The table also depicts the length
of the resulting configuration set in bytes. The control byte
of each configuration set has to be considered for the length
of the set as well. Based on the length of a configuration
set, the bandwidth of the configuration stream is evaluated,
which is necessary to maintain a traffic stream of 1 Gbit/s at
the output of the hardware part. Further overhead that has to
be considered consists of inter frame gap, preamble, start of
frame, and the FCS. Since the length of frames within the
generated Ethernet stream has the most important influence
on the required configuration bandwidth Table I depicts the
required bandwidth once for minimum length frame and
as a second example for a resulting Ethernet stream with
an average frame length of 500 bytes. As apparent in a

traffic stream consisting of longer frames on average, the
demands to the configuration bandwidth and therefore to
the configuration PC dramatically decreases.

Following, we describe the traffic generator’s integration
into the hardware development process of PPS. During the
functional test of the PPS, before it is synthesized for an
FPGA, it has to be functionally verified. Therefore, a test-
bench, which generates several different frames has already
been implemented. This testbench is standard C respectively
C++ code enriched with some SystemC code to connect it
to the VHDL design process. The testbench’s algorithmic
part, determining the test patterns, can be reused for the
configuration software of the proposed traffic generator.
This part generates variable header options to test the PPS.
Instead of further building frames from these information
transmitted to the PPS’s VHDL description within a simula-
tor, variable header options are stored into the previously
described configuration sets. These configuration sets are
transmitted to the described hardware, where corresponding
frames are transmitted to the physical prototype of the PPS.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, the achieved results for different scenarios
are discussed. Furthermore, these results shall be compared
with results achieved with packETH. In advance, the main
parts of the test equipment have to be mentioned. The de-
scribed hardware is synthesized for a Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA
(XC4VFX20). As a host PC for running the configuration
software a Pentium D at 2.8 GHz with 2 GB RAM running
Windows XP SP3 was used. To evaluate the performance
of packETH, version 1.6 running on the same PC executing
Ubuntu 8.04 is used.

First of all, throughput the software generator packETH
achieves was measured for different frame length. As de-
picted in Table II, the longer the generated frames the higher
the throughput of packETH on the Linux PC. As apparent
from Table II, packETH does not achieve absolutely full
link utilization even for maximum frames. However, for all
these cases the proposed traffic generator reaches full link
utilization independent from the length of generated frames.
As pointed out in Section III, the most important requirement
for our use case is to ensure full link utilization. This was
not possible with packETH even with an increased process
priority to minimize scheduling interrupts.

Further tests for several different configuration scenarios
implied by the chosen IPclip use case achieved the same
results. Since all the frames transmitted with packETH are
configured before it starts transmitting frames, its throughput
solely depends on the length of created frames. Therefore,
the authors do not illustrate any other packETH results.

The output of the traffic generator only depends on a suf-
ficient configuration bandwidth. Though, performance of the
configuration software was evaluated for the worst case of
25 bytes long configuration sets (control byte, IPv6 address,
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Table II
LINK UTILIZATION OF A 1 GBIT/S ETHERNET LINK.

Frame Size Link Utilization in %
packETH Traffic Generator

60 18.8 100
120 28.8 100
240 48.1 100
500 81.7 100
1000 99.3 100
1514 99.0 100

2 VLAN tags, frame length, index). As the host PC was
able to achieve this theoretically evaluated throughput, the
traffic generator is able to reach full utilization of a Gbit link
for all other scenarios of the IPclip use case. However, the
performance of the proposed architecture heavily depends on
performance of the configuration PC. First attempts to test
the configuration software show that the PC was capable of
providing the required configuration bandwidth. However,
the hardware part of the traffic generator was not able to
constantly generate the desired traffic. Further investigations
show that scheduling delays on the configuration PC inter-
rupt the configuration stream for short periods so that the
FIFO, which buffers the configuration sets on the FPGA,
runs empty. This issue could be solved by increasing the
process priority of the configuration software on the PC.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced an architecture for a traffic
generator for high throughput performance tests of packet
processing systems. To ensure flexibility and a guaranteed
full link utilization, the proposed architecture consists of
a combination of hardware and software. Furthermore, this
architecture integrates well into the hardware design process
of packet processing systems by reusing an the therefore
implemented testbench. Compared to already existing high
performance test equipment, the proposed solution is signif-
icantly cheaper as it only requires a medium efficient PC
and an FPGA development board including two Ethernet
interfaces. As exemplarily shown for packETH, flexible and
free software solutions cannot fulfill the authors’ require-
ments to link utilization. This especially applies to the
generation of minimum length frames. It could be shown
that the developed packet generator achieves full 1 Gbit/s
link utilization even for all scenarios implied by the IPclip
use case.
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Abstract—End-to-end packet delay is the network parameter 
with maximum impact on performance of distributed appli-
cations. This is especially true for soft real-time applications, 
which are delay-sensitive by definition, but also for applica-
tions relying on the TCP protocol whose sliding window 
mechanism performs badly in case of high packet delays. 
Therefore, measuring packet delay is an important task for 
both network operators and application developers. This paper 
presents a tool set for measuring and evaluating one-way end-
to-end delay and packet loss that can be operated on standard 
PCs without additional external timing sources. We chose a 
script-based approach that can even be executed on virtualized 
platforms. The self-synchronization mechanism embodied in 
the trace evaluation is a distinctive feature that omits the need 
for expensive external clocks (as e.g., GPS receivers). We also 
show a wide-ranging set of measured traces and their most 
prominent statistical properties.  

Keywords-One-way delay, packet loss, measurement, tools 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Even though first mechanisms for ensuring quality of 

service (QoS) in IP networks have been proposed almost 15 
years ago [3], they are still rarely used in the Internet. In 
general, only best-effort services that treat all packets equally 
and do not respect special requirements of single packets are 
available. 

However, applications requiring an elevated level of 
QoS, as e.g., Voice-over-IP (VoIP), IP Television (IPTV), or 
Video-on-Demand (VoD), become more and more important 
for private users but also for Business-to-Customer (B2C) 
and Business-to-Business (B2B) communication. These 
applications only work satisfactorily if one-way end-to-end 
delay, packet loss, delay variation (also called jitter), and/or 
throughput are above or below a certain threshold. As 
techniques for ensuring these QoS parameters are still not 
embodied in today’s networks, users can only “hope” that 
the network has sufficient performance. 

Therefore, it is important to test regularly the actual 
performance of the Internet with respect to the above 
mentioned performance parameters. This work presents a 
tool set for measuring one-way delay, delay variations, and 
loss. The tools have already been used to capture a wide-
ranging set of traces in EmanicsLab [4], [5]. 

The paper is structured as follows: First, in Section 2 we 
present a summary of the requirement analysis for the tools, 
followed, in Section 3, by related work on this topic. Later, 

in Section 4 we describe the tools we have developed for 
measuring traces and evaluating them. Section 5 discusses 
measured traces and their evaluation. Finally, Section 6 
concludes the paper and summarizes the main results. 

II. REQUIREMENTS 
Analyzing suitability of networks for multimedia or real-

time services requires testing the network over a long period 
of time in order to cancel different load situation as regularly 
observed at different times of day or week. As continuous 
measurement would generate an enormous amount of 
measurement data, it may be preferable measuring short 
intervals of a few minutes scattered over a period of days or 
weeks. This requires the capability to flexibly schedule 
measurement runs. The number of packets sent during such a 
measurement run, the size of the packets as well as the 
frequency of packet generation has to be easily configurable. 
Furthermore, for documentation purposes and for easier 
repetition of experiments a script-based approach would be 
beneficial. 

In addition, there are a number of non-functional 
requirements. First, the tools should be executable on 
different operating systems, including at least Linux and 
Windows. As more and more servers—especially in 
testbeds—are virtualized, the tools have to be tested on such 
platforms, too. 

Precise one-way delay measurement is typically 
performed using additional hardware for synchronizing the 
sender and receiver host (e.g., GPS receivers). This increases 
efforts and costs drastically especially if cables have to be 
installed. 

Synchronization, however, is not necessary if only 
relative delay or inter-packet delay variation is of interest: 
Packet delay consists of static and dynamic delay 
components: Static components are propagation, serializa-
tion, and processing delay [7]; Queuing delays are dynamic 
components. Even though the static components cannot be 
neglected, these constant values are only troublesome in case 
of satellite communication and do typically not exceed some 
tenth of milliseconds. More problematic is the dynamic part 
of the delay as, first, its share might be bigger than the static 
one and, second, the changes in delay lead to unpredictable 
arrival times at the receiver. Therefore, the tools should also 
be able to work with unsynchronized hosts and be able to 
measure the dynamic delay components. 
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III. RELATED WORK 
This section presents related work on delay, delay 

variation, and loss measurement in the IP networks.  

A. IPPM 
The goal of the IP Performance Metrics working group 

(IPPM WG) of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) 
is to define metrics that can be applied to the quality, 
performance and reliability of Internet data delivery 
services [9]. In addition, the working group defined a general 
framework for accurately measuring and documenting the 
metrics [13]. The IPPM WG does not define or suggest how 
the performance parameters are measured. They emphasize 
on definitions and the unambiguous understanding what a 
parameter expresses, so that measurement results can be 
compared, shared and validated by different entities. 

B. Measurement tools 
Quite a number of tools for delay and loss measurement 

are available, including, e.g., ping, cing [1], king [8], 
netperf [11], or scriptroute [16]. All tools use probing 
techniques, i.e., they inject artificial packet (so-called probes) 
into the network and observe their behavior. A sub-group of 
these tools uses so called inference techniques: While delay 
measurement in general requires two programs, i.e., a sender 
that generates the probes, and a receiver that evaluates the 
probes, tools embodying inference techniques use standard 
behavior of protocol stack implementations on nodes in the 
network to receive feedback. Thus, these tools can combine 
sender and receiver functionality in one program but can 
only measure round-trip delay and not one-way delay. 
Examples for such programs include ping or traceroute. 

None of the programs mentioned above is able to 
perform flexible script-based long-term one-way delay and 
delay variation measurements. Either the tools use inference 
techniques that by definition cannot measure one-way 
performance or their design does not include the possibility 
to schedule measurement runs. Furthermore, none of these 
tools have been tested on virtualized platforms or with 
unsynchronized hosts. 

IV. MEASUREMENT TOOL 

A. Tool design 
One-way delay, delay variation, and packet loss measure-

ment requires a pair of programs: a sender, generating the 
probing packets as well as a receiver, collecting the probes 
and writing a log file. 

All time intervals and timestamps are stored and 
transferred in units of 100µs. This value is a compromise 
between timer resolution and storage space. On the one hand, 
sub-milliseconds resolution is approximately one magnitude 
smaller as typical measurement values, and therefore, the 
effect of the rounding error is negligible. On the other hand, 
a signed 32-bit integer counting steps of 100 µs overflows 
only every 60 hours – long enough to detect any overflow of 
counters. 

Measuring such small time differences is not possible 
using the built-in real-time clock (RTC) of PCs. Further-

more, accessing the RTC is quite slow thereby reducing 
program performance. Intel invented a quickly accessible, 
high-resolution timing source for their Pentium processor. 
The TSC (time-stamp counter) is a 64-bit processor register 
counting its clock cycles. The time resolution of this register 
is more than sufficient (on a 1 GHz processor, the register 
counts microseconds) and access to this processor register 
takes only a couple of processor cycles. All other x86 
processor manufacturers later adopted the TSC for their 
processors [12]. 

The drawback of using this counter is the varying 
processor speed from computer to computer, and accord-
ingly, the necessity to calibrate the TSC in order to produce 
comparable results. Furthermore, state-of-the-art processors 
may reduce their speed for preserving power in times with 
low load. This also influences the TSC counter. Therefore, 
during calibration and during send cycles busy waiting is 
necessary in order to prohibit power-saving features. 

B. Scripting language definition 
Deterministic probe sending schedules can be flexibly 

described using the following four script commands 
implemented by the tool: 

• at absoluteTime 
waits until absoluteTime. The parameter time can be 
a real point in time (e.g., 13:05:23), or the syntax 
*/n can be used for hour, minute, or second. In this 
case at will wait until the current hour, minute, or 
second, respectively, can be divided through n 
without remainder (e.g., at */2:00:00 will wait 
until the next full even hour). 

• send destAddress repeat size delayMillis 
sends a burst of probes. Probes of size bytes are sent 
every delayMillis milliseconds to IP address 
destAddress for repeat times. 

• Loop iter 
body 

bend 
processes the block body for iter times. If iter is 0, 
the command loops infinitely. body can be a series 
of commands including other loop statements. 

• wait millis 
waits for millis milliseconds. 

Respective scripts are interpreted by Lattes, a C++ 
application described in Section D. 

C. Structure of Probes 
The probes consist of three unsigned 32-bit integers as 

well as random padding data filling the rest of the packet. 
The first integer is the Flow ID. Each burst gets its own Flow 
ID. During start-up of Lattes a Flow ID counter is 
initialized with a value based on the current time. Every time 
Send::doit() is called the Flow ID is incremented by 1. 
The second integer is the Serial number, starting from 1 for 
the first probe of a burst and incremented by 1 for each probe 
sent. And finally, the third integer stores the time on the 
sender in units of 100 µs when the probe was generated. The 
probes are sent as UDP packets; therefore, the actual size of 
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the IP packet is 28 bytes larger than stated in the size 
parameter. 

D. Lattes 
Lattes is an interpreter of the scripting language 

defined above. This section presents the design, implemen-
tation, and interfaces of Lattes. The receiver of the probes, 
Latreceiver, will be described in the following section. 

Each command is implemented as a class inheriting from 
the class Command (see Fig. 1). The class Command has a 
virtual function doit(), which must be implemented by 
each not abstract child class and contain the functionality of 
the command. Based on this approach Lattes can be easily 
extended by simply implementing a new class inheriting 
from Command. 

 
Figure 1.  Class diagram for Lattes 

During start-up of the program the Main class reads in 
the script. The method Main::readBlock reads line by 
line from the script and compares the start of a line with the 
command literals. If one command literal is recognized, the 
respective object is created and the rest of the line is handed 
over to its constructor, which evaluates the command’s 
parameters. The objects are stored as a linked list. 

Furthermore, the Main class calls Tools:: 
calibrateTSC(), a static method that measures the 
increase of the TSC register per time unit. 

After reading in the entire script and constructing all 
Command objects, the main program calls the doit() 
method of the first command. Each doit() method calls 
doit() of the next command in the chain after performing 
its functionality.  

The loop command is the only command manipulating 
the control flow of the script. The class Loop has an 
additional attribute body that points to the first command of 
the body. The next attribute of the Loop class points to the 
first command following the corresponding bend statement. 
The doit() method of the class Loop calls 

body->doit() for iter times before continuing with the 
next command after bend (i.e., next->doit()). 

E. Latreceiver 
Latreceiver was developed as receiver for the 

probes sent by Lattes. Common functions (e.g., calibra-
tion of the TSC values or probe format definition) are shared 
between both programs. The program writes all events to a 
log file. 

Latreceiver maintains a list of all currently running 
flows. If a probe is received, this list is searched for the Flow 
ID stored in the probe. If the ID cannot be found, the start of 
a new flow is detected and a new record containing 
information on the received packet is added to the list as well 
as a respective remark is written to the log file. 

If a lost packet is detected, i.e., the serial numbers of two 
probes of the same flow are not consecutive, a remark is 
written to the log file. For consecutive packets the packet-to-
packet delay variation , i.e., the difference of the delay 
of the previous packet and the current packet, as well as the 
(not-normalized) relative delay  is calculated and 
written to the log file (see following section). Reordered 
packets that have been passed by a successive packet are 
dropped by the receiver. 

ptp
itΔ

rel
itΔ

EmanicsLab uses the MyPLC platform [14] consisting of 
virtualized Linux systems. The virtualization produces a long 
latency between receiving a frame on the physical interface 
and the processing of the packet in user-space. This leads to 
linear dependency between consecutive probes as depicted in 
Fig. 2. Only virtualized systems show this effect. 

 
Figure 2.  Trace collected on virtualized host 

As discussed in [16] and [10], these distortions can be 
minimized or even eliminated if time stamping is already 
performed in the interrupt service routine, which copies the 
frame from the physical network device to memory. 
Consequently, Latreceiver uses the pcap library [18] 
for time stamping the packet already in the kernel allowing 
the usage of the programs also on virtualized systems. 

Latreceiver‘s main focus is on probe reception. All 
further processing, e.g., splitting the log file in files 
containing only information about one flow, is task of post-
processing tools described in subsequent sections. 

F. Measurement value evaluation 
Latreceiver as well as some post-processing tools 

are used to calculate different parameters from the measured 
values. Latreceiver directly calculates the packet-to-
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packet delay variation and the (not-normalized) relative 

delay  (see Equations 1 and 2) 
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with being the sending time of probe i as stored in 

the probe and the point of time probe i was received. 

The variable denotes the accumulated delay variation, 
and thus, represents the dynamic component of the packet 
delay. 
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The term  can be positive or negative. If queues in 
routers grow, the packet-to-packet delay variation is positive 
as successive packets spend more and more time in router 
queues. In case the queues are shrinking, packet-to-packet 
delay variation is negative as each packet spends less time in 
router queues. 

ptp
itΔ

Assuming that the network is only temporarily over-
loaded and router queues are empty at some time the relative 
delay can be normalized in a way that the smallest value for 
the relative delay is 0 (see Equation 3): 
 )(min rel

jj
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i
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The relationship of the variables  and ptp
itΔ

rel
itΔ  is 

visualized in Fig. 3. In this example the sender generates 
probes every 20 ms. These probes arrive at the receiver with 
different delays. In the example the network was overload in 
the time from to , and thus router queues grew; 
afterwards, until  the queues empty again.  

Sendert1
Sendert5

Sendert3

 
Figure 3.  Impact of queueing on measurement variables 

G. Post-processing 

Fig. 4 shows the packet-to-packet delay variation  

and the normalized relative delay 

ptp
itΔ

rel
itΔ  of a flow consisting 

of 7000 probes (approx. 5 min) sent between two nodes. 

In contrast to the theoretical concepts discussed above, 
the relative delay is increasing. All traces captured look 
similar; however, the slope of the relative delay changes 
from trace to trace including also negative slopes. 

The reason identified is synchronization errors resulting 
from two factors: The first-order error of real-time clocks is 
not zero, i.e., the time difference between two clocks is not 

ant but gets greater or smaller with time. This effect is 
 skew and can easily be observed on most clocks. This 

error, however, is typically much smaller than the error 
Fig. 4 the error is 110 ms per 300 s 

or approx. 30 seconds per day.  

const
called

observed in the traces. In 

Additional measurement errors might be introduced 
because time at sender and receiver is measured in processor 
cycles and is then converted to real time units. Each time one 
of the programs is started the conversion factor is calculated 
with the help of a calibration routine (see Section IV.D). This 
calibration might add an additional error component. 

Other reasons for changing delay, like path changes or 
traffic shaping by providers, cannot be held liable for this 
effect, as they do not cause continuously increasing or 
decreasing relative delay over minutes. 

A more accurate calibration of clocks that would not only 
eliminate the clock offset but also the skew is only possible 
with additional hardware. But as the error is linear in time it 
also can be corrected ex post. Therefore, for each flow the 
slope of the dynamic delay has to be determined. This can be 
done by fitting a line onto the lowest delay values. This line 
represents a dynamic delay of zero. 

The line and 
axis. This conver

all observations are then projected to the x 
ts Fig. 4 into Fig. 5 (packet-to-packet delay 

variation is not shown as it does not change; scale of y axis is 
adapted). 

H. Self-synchronization 
Fitting the line to the observation values is not a trivial 

task. Quite a lot of algorithms exist for fitting straight lines 
into a cloud of observations (e.g., ordinary least square 
estimation, OLS) but all these assume positive and negative 
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Figure 4.  Sample trace showing the skew in relative delay 
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variations from the mean (and not only positive as in the 
present case). For this work several approaches were 
developed and tested. The one that shows the best results 
iteratively searches from the right and left side for a pair of 
points (p1, p2), which best represent the line. The algorithm 
works as follows: 

The smallest observations in a 1% interval from the right 
and from the left, respectively, are chosen as start values for 
p1 and p2. Based on the line through those both points, the 
observations are transformed for the first time. This typically 
produces also negative observations, as the guessed p1 and p2 
have not been optimal. 

The solution is improved by choosing the smallest point 
p’ of the transformed observation set and replacing either p1 
or p2, depending if p’ is in the right or left half of the set. 
Afterwards, the set is transformed according to the newly 
constructed line again. This step is repeated as long as there 
are negative observations. Regularly only a few iterations are 
necessary. 

This procedure describes a very robust and fast 
algorithm. Several thousand measurement traces (see next 
chapter) have been processed and afterwards their plausibi-
lity was checked statistically. The algorithm is robust to 
outliners as in the present scenario outliners can only be 
positive, the algorithm, however, considers only the lowest 
measurement values. Furthermore, the algorithm is universal 
as it does not rely on the structure of the data or any input 
parameters.  

V. TRACES 
With the help of the tools developed a wide ranging set 

of delay measurements is performed. All measurement runs 
are collected in EmanicsLab. 

A. EmanicsLab 
EmanicsLab is a European research network consisting 

of 20 nodes at 10 sites across Europe (see Fig. 6). 
EmanicsLab partners use the network for research activities 
in the area of network and service management, including 
distributed flow collection and analysis, distributed intrusion 
detection systems, as well as distributed monitoring and 
accounting systems. It is funded by the European Network of 
Excellence for the Management of Internet Technologies and 
Complex Services (EMANICS). 

EmanicsLab is based on MyPLC, the backend manage-
ment infrastructure of PlanetLab [14]. Project partners can 
run their services and applications in own slices. A slice is a 
fraction of resources on a set of nodes implemented as virtual 

machines [2]. The nodes run a customized Linux operating 
system. Access control and establishment of slices is 
controlled remotely by a central management system. Project 
partners typically get root access to their slice. 

 
Figure 5.  Corrected relative delay 

 
Figure 6.  EmanicsLab nodes in Europe ([4]) 

B. Measurement runs 
Seven out of ten sites of EmanicsLab have been 

participating in trace collection. The other three institutes 
joined EmanicsLab only after the measurements have 
already begun. In total, five different test runs have been 
scheduled. All tests are structured similarly in order to 
produce comparable results. Each run measures 36 times for 
five minutes the 42 unidirectional vertexes in a fully-meshed 
graph of all participants in a time frame of 72 hours. This 
adds up to 1512 measurement runs per test. The schedule of 
runs within a test ensures that one station is either sender or 
receiver of probes at one instance of time. In total about 18 
Mio single measurements have been performed. 

TABLE I.  TRACE OVERVIEW 

Name Burst size 
(# of packets) 

Probe size 
(byte) 

Interval 
(ms) 

Test01 30000 60 10
Test02 7000 60 50
Test03 3500 60 100
Test04 150000 60 3
Test05 250000 60 2

C. Measurement results 
The measured data contains a huge amount of 

information. The data has already been used for the 
assessment of a multi-domain auditing system for end-to-end 
SLAs [6]. In the following some statistical properties as a 
proof of concept for the measurement tools are shown. These 
data, however, could also be helpful for application 
developers and network operators. 

1) Moments 
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the mean, the 95%-, the 97.5%- 

and the 99%-percentiles of rel
itΔ . Percentiles are used 

instead of standard deviation or variance as the distribution 
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of the packets typically belongs to the class of so-called 
heavy-tailed distributions, which do not have a finite 
standard deviation. Percentiles do not suffer from this effect. 

As can be seen from the figures, for approx. two thirds of 
the measured paths the relative delay is negligible (the 
relative delay of 99% of all packets is between 1 and 2 ms). 
For some of the measured paths these percentiles are 100 
times bigger. The reasons are heavily loaded Internet 
connection at two sites. Tests scheduled after these sites have 
upgraded their uplink show a more homogenous result. 

 
Figure 7.  Mean, 97.5%- and 99%-Percentile of Test01 

 
Figure 8.  Mean, 97.5%- and 99%-Percentile of Test02 

VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper presented a tool set for measuring one-way 

delay and delay variations. Additional hardware for clock 
synchronization might be used but if not available as a fall-
back the tools may remove first-order error of the clock, i.e., 
skew, in a post-processing step. Furthermore, the tool set is 
script-based allowing automated measurements over a longer 
period of time. Furthermore, the tools have been tested on 
virtualized platforms as frequently used in testbeds (e.g., 
PlanetLab). 

In EmanicsLab, a testbed arisen out of the Network of 
Excellence EMANICS, a wide ranging set of measurement 

traces with over 18 Mio singleton measurements have been 
performed. 
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Abstract—Internet measurement studies often require pro-
longed probing of remote targets to collect information, yet
almost all such studies of which we are aware were undertaken
without considering the polluting effects of their unconstrained
probing behavior. To help researchers conduct experiments in a
more responsible fashion, we present a framework and technique
that enables efficient execution of large-scale periodic probing
without exceeding pre-set limits on probing rates. Our technique
employs a novel scheduling algorithm and leverages knowledge
of diurnal traffic patterns to make data collection more efficient
(e.g., by probing servers only during periods in which probe
results will be most useful). We evaluate our technique in the
context of a real-world study and show that it substantially
outperforms naı̈ve probing strategies for accomplishing the same
goal, sending more probes during useful periods, fewer probes
overall, and probing at more precise intervals as required by our
measurement applications.

Keywords-probe scheduling; responsible network experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past several decades, researchers and practitioners
have proposed countless techniques for understanding various
characteristics about the Internet at large. For the most part,
these pursuits have been grounded in empirical measurements
that are either passive or active in nature. As their names
imply, passive measurements typically involve observations
taken from some form of capture device, while active mea-
surements require the injection of specially crafted packets
(so-called probes) into the network to infer characteristics of
the phenomenon under scrutiny.

Recently, there has been a marked increase in the use of
active measurements for understanding Internet topology and
mapping (e.g., geo-location), path-variance and other end-to-
end performance dynamics (e.g., bandwidth estimation), the
spread of security-related events (e.g., worm outbreaks), and
client and server demographics (e.g., website popularity), etc.
To better enable such studies and improve data collection
efforts, a number of scalable measurement infrastructures
(e.g., CAIDA’s Archipelago Measurement [10], Google’s M-
lab open platforms, and the Flexible Lightweight Active Mea-
surement Environment [25]) have been made available to the
research community for controlled experiments. Archipelago,
for example, provides a centrally managed framework that
supports a distributed shared-memory architecture that can be
used to coordinate network measurements across the globe.

A common requirement in many of the Internet-wide studies
being conducted today is the need to repeatedly probe some
set of targets over time. Collectively, we rely on each ex-
perimenter’s own restraint to limit the volume of traffic they
inject into the network and/or target at a given resource. While
some experimenters exercise such restraint to limit collateral
damage, in the absence of accepted guidelines for such mea-
surements and tools to enable experiments that respect them,
the injection of billions of probes into the network during a
short period of time is not uncommon (e.g., [3]); indeed, the
literature is rife with examples of arguably egregious practices.

Such disregard for the collateral damage caused by network
measurement experiments has raised enough concern that it
has led to a call urging the community to move towards a set
of best practices for active measurements. As Papadopoulos
and Heidemann note [17], as practitioners it should be our job
to design experiments carefully, in a manner that significantly
lowers load without sacrificing measurement fidelity. In this
paper, we present a technique for attempting to do just that.
Specifically, we propose an efficient scheduling algorithm for
probing measurement targets, which is efficient in that it can
be tuned towards expeditious completion of the experiment
while also observing some predefined maximum probing rate.

Of specific interest to us are studies of Internet demo-
graphics (e.g., inferring website popularity rankings [19], [24],
exploring the prevalence of malicious domain name system
(DNS) servers [6], and client-density estimation [7], [20])
where the fidelity of the experiment can increase if the targets
are probed at ideal times. We aim to maximize the utility
of each probe that we send, in contexts where the utility
of a probe can be correlated with time-of-day, e.g., when
it is expedient to probe targets during their peak (or off-
peak) traffic periods. Our approach may also be extended
for applications requiring that certain subsets of targets be
probed contemporaneously, such as RadarGun [2] for IP alias
resolution. We show that for experiments taking several days,
and given limited probing resources, our scheduling algorithm
outperforms several naı̈ve strategies for probe scheduling
according to intuitive metrics provided in §IV.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related
work is presented in §II. In §III we outline our scheduling
framework and algorithm, which we evaluate in §IV. We
conclude in §V.
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II. RELATED WORK

As mentioned earlier, some experimenters have exercised
restraint to limit collateral damage from the probes they inject.
Bender et al. [2], for example, attempt to constrain their
probing rates to avoid triggering rate limiters. Others [21],
[11] have tried to take advantage of opportunistic measurement
techniques in order to unobtrusively make network mea-
surements without triggering alarms from intrusion detection
systems. Unfortunately, these instances of restraint seem rare,
and the academic literature contains numerous examples of
experimenters probing at high rates (e.g., 260 packets per
second [22]) or injecting high volumes of probes (e.g., 220
million [6] and 27 billion probes [3]),1 which are arguably
indistinguishable from attacks.

Previous work on scheduling active network monitoring ac-
tivities has focused on preventing the simultaneous scheduling
of activities that would interfere with each other’s results and
lead to inaccurate measurement reports [4], [8], [18]. Here we
are not concerned with probes interfering with one another,
but we focus rather on respecting a limit on the probe rate
we induce on the network, while completing the probing
experiment as quickly as possible. That is, because our targets
are all distinct, by imposing limits on our probing rate we are
able to mitigate (to some extent) packet loss due to network
congestion. To complete the experiment quickly, we leverage
knowledge of the useful interval in which each type of probe
should occur, which is characteristic of the type of probing
activities considered here but that is not utilized in these prior
works. Moreover, we do not assume that information about
the underlying network topology is readily available.

Additionally, prior work in this area provides no guidance
on how to prioritize probes for scheduling in the absence of
network topology, and so is not helpful in our setting. The
work of Calyam et al. [4] applies the basic earliest-deadline-
first (EDF) heuristic [15] that we use, but their scheduling
is done in an offline setting; they do not utilize efficient
data structures to leverage the scalability of the simple online
heuristic. Additionally, Calyam et al. do not allow for the
possibility of dropped probes, and so their algorithm simply
fails if all of their probes cannot be issued on time.

Also related to our work (i.e., arranging as many targeted
probe sequences as possible to fit within some maximum rate
limit) is the literature on perfectly periodic or cyclic scheduling
on parallel processors. The fundamental scheduling problems
are still NP-hard [16], but efficient approximations [1] could be
used for applications not requiring precisely periodic probes.

III. APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS

Our work is motivated by the need to find more efficient
ways to schedule network probes. Specifically, we consider
the common case wherein the prober needs to issue a series
of probes to a given target, j, at some periodic interval,
πj . In some cases, each target might have its own probing
period (e.g., the time-to-live- (TTL-) based intervals assumed
in various types of DNS cache snooping investigations [19],
[24]), or the period might be uniform across all measurement

points (as is the case with several ID-based alias resolution
studies for creating router-level topology graphs [2], [13],
[22]).

indiatimes.com

0h 24h 0h 24h

yelp.com

0h 24h

cnn.com

Fig. 1: Hypothetical curves illustrating the volume of DNS
requests (for different websites) observed by a DNS resolver.
In the cache inspection example, the goal is to probe the
resolver about a given website w, but only during peak periods
of activity for w.

We also assume that for some of the experiments, there is a
notion of an idealized measurement window (i.e., a contiguous
window of time) that we call a target’s “useful interval”,
denoted [sj , ej). The intuition here is that the fidelity of the
experiment may be improved by probing targets during some
region of time when we can expect the most utility out of our
probes (see Figure 1). In the case of DNS cache inspection, for
example, it makes little sense to probe a caching resolver [23]
to infer density-based estimates of client populations using the
server when most of its clients may be asleep or idle [7]. (We
do not adapt these windows dynamically, although doing so
would be useful for applications such as bandwidth estima-
tion.) Lastly, we assume that the experiment dictates that a
certain number of probes be sent to each target.

For the remainder of the paper, we assume that network
traffic follows diurnal patterns—i.e., it is largely similar from
day to day, but not from hour to hour, and it exhibits no major
differences from week to week. Accordingly, we schedule
probes to our targets in real time, using these diurnal traffic
patterns. Our solution makes use of a simple and efficient
priority queue, described in §III-C.

A. Constraints

Our scheduling algorithm must meet the following con-
straints:

1) periodic probes must be evenly spaced at intervals of
(πj + δ), for some relatively small δ compared to the
periodicity πj ;

2) a predetermined number of probes Nj must be issued to
each target by the end of the probing experiment; and

3) no more than L probes per second may be sent.
In what follows, we meet the first two constraints heuristi-

cally, but observe the probing rate limit constraint strictly.

B. Goals

Ideally, we would like to probe each unfinished target (a
target j to which we have sent fewer than Nj probes) every
day at times {sj , sj+πj , sj+2πj , . . . ,∼ ej} within the target’s
useful interval [sj , ej) until we have sent Nj probes to each
target or the time for the experiment is exhausted. This would
allow us to achieve perfect periodicity of πj between our
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(2, ...)

(0, 2, 302)  (1, 0, 1200)  (2, 5, 605)  (3, 2, 602)

availabilityList[t]

1 2 43 5t=0 6

after t=0 and

t=2 steps...

(1, 1200, 2400)

(0, 302, 602)

(3, 602, 1202)

targets: (index, release, deadline)

Fig. 2: An individual probe to a target j is initially placed into
availabilityList[sj] according to the beginning of its
useful interval [sj , ej). If the probe is issued, the succeeding
probe to target j is placed into availabilityList[sj +
TTLj].

probes, and we would conserve probes by only issuing them
within [sj , ej). Unfortunately, with a large number of targets,
there is no guarantee that we can do this without exceeding
our rate limit of L probes/sec at some point in time. Since we
must observe our probing rate limit (3) strictly, the other two
constraints are met only heuristically.

Not every unfinished target will be probed on every day, but
if a target j is probed on a given day, we require that it be hit
with a sequence of (at most d ej−sj

πj
e) probes within the time

interval [sj , ej), such that in every fixed (non-sliding) window
of duration πj beginning at time sj , there will be exactly one
probe to the target j, until ej is reached or a probe is dropped
(described below). By the end of the experiment, up to Nj
probes will have been issued to each target j, but no more.

C. Earliest-Deadline-First (EDF) Scheduling

We characterize a single probe by the tuple (j, rj , dj), where
j is the target to be probed, and [rj , dj) is the fixed window
of duration πj within which the probe should be issued. Thus,
the first probe in a sequence is (j, sj , sj + πj), the second
(j, sj+πj , sj+2πj), and so on. Recall that we do not enforce
the periodicity πj strictly; in principle, two probes may be as
close together as 1 timestep or as far apart as 2πj−1 timesteps.

We initialize our algorithm by populating an array called
availabilityList of length T = 86400 (seconds
in a day) with the first probes for each target, assign-
ing a probe (j, rj = sj , dj = sj + πj) to position
availabilityList[sj], the time at which the probe will
become available for issuing. Starting at time t = 0, we
push the probes from availabilityList[t mod T] onto
a priority queue Q ordered by increasing dj—“earliest deadline
first”. In our notation, the time t is definite and monotonically
increasing; the interval edges {sj , ej , rj , dj} are all within
[0, T ) and represent times between 00:00:00 and 23:59:59.

At each timestep t, we pop and send as many probes as
possible from Q without exceeding our rate limit L. For each
probe (j, rj , dj) that we send, we place its successor probe
(j, dj ,max(dj + πj , ej)) into availabilityList[dj] if

the target j remains to be probed. We thus aim to issue the
successor probe in the πj-length window immediately follow-
ing [rj , dj). If the first probe (j, rj , dj) is issued near the end
of the window [rj , dj), this means a lot of probing resources
are being consumed around time t, and the succeeding probe
is likely to be issued near the end of the window [dj , dj+πj),
so that the probing periodicity πj is attained heuristically.

The probes left in Q are carried over onto timestep (t+ 1),
and then combined with the probes pushed onto Q from
availabilityList[t + 1]. If a probe to j is dropped,
i.e., it is popped off of Q at a time t ≥ dj , this means
that the rate limit has been reached for the last πj timesteps,
and remaining probes to j are postponed until t re-enters the
useful interval [sj , ej) the following time, in order to ease the
workload and reduce probe delay. More precisely, if a probe
(j, rj , dj) is dropped, the probe (j, sj , sj + πj) is placed into
availabilityList[sj] and reconsidered at time t ≡ sj
(mod T ).

Thus, probes may be dropped from the ends of sequences,
but never from the middle; we succeed in guaranteeing that
there will be exactly one probe sent to j in every fixed window
of length πj from sj until the end of the probing sequence. We
also strictly observe our probing rate limit L (constraint (3) in
§III-C). Our heuristic success in evenly spacing our probes at
(πj + δ) intervals (constraint (1)) and sending Nj probes to
each target (constraint (2)) is illustrated in §IV.

D. Complexity

The use of a priority queue with amortized constant-time
pushes and log-time pops (in the length of the queue) makes
our approach scalable: for an experiment of duration D days,
our worst-case time complexity is O(J ·N ·D · log J), where
J is the number of targets to probe and N

.= maxj Nj is
the maximum number of probes to send to a target. When
scheduling online at each timestep, the time complexity is
O(J log J). The space requirement of our algorithm is O(J).

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluate our approach via a simulation of a week-long
measurement experiment that aptly demonstrates a type of
Internet-wide study which uses DNS cache inspection [9] to
infer demographic information. For example, both Wills et
al. [24] and Rajab et al. [19] used cache inspection techniques
to infer the relative popularity of a set W of websites of
interest. The basic idea is that the caches of a number of DNS
resolvers across the globe are probed at regular intervals, and
the responses are used to compute the request rate for each
website w ∈ W . Intuitively, DNS entries of websites with
higher hit rates will be refreshed more quickly than those
with lower hit rates, and so the targets in W can be ranked
accordingly. The probe periodicity is determined to match the
authoritative TTL of the targeted website w. It is also assumed
that the ideal probing interval (the “useful interval”) for a pair
(v, w) is the period when the frequency of requests for the
website w from clients using resolver v is highest.
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In the analysis that follows, we simulate probing 100,000
targets, each with their own useful interval and probing pe-
riodicity. Our probing periodicities, then, are target-specific
as opposed to timezone-specific (π(v,w) = TTLw), as are our
useful intervals ([s(v,w), e(v,w))). We set the number of probes
required per target to be Nj = 50 (for all targets j). The
probing limit is set conservatively at L = 100 probes/second.

Lastly, client DNS traffic patterns were modeled [12] using
a 21-day trace of outgoing http requests from a university
campus network [5]. For each target, we calculated the mean
µ and standard deviation σ of the target’s DNS traffic pattern
(Figure 1). We evaluated useful interval settings of [µ−σ, µ+
σ) (the mean window length being 9h30m, containing 70%
of traffic) and [µ− 2σ, µ+ 2σ) (mean windows of 19h, 95%
of traffic).2

A. Comparative Schemes

To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we compare it
with six alternative strategies for accomplishing the same goal
of issuing 50 probes to each target during the target’s useful
interval. The strategies follow the same restrictions as we do
(i.e., maximum probing rate, number of targets, periodicity,
etc.), but are naı̈ve in that they do not take useful intervals
or other diurnal traffic patterns into account when scheduling
their probes.
• SHORTESTPERIODSFIRST: prioritize targets with the

shortest periodicities. This approach might be useful
in the contexts of several measurement studies in the
literature [6], [22], to collect as much measurement data
as possible early in the experiment.

• LONGESTPERIODSFIRST: prioritize targets with the
longest periodicities in order to complete the experiment
in as few days as possible. Note that with variable probing
periodicities, the overall length required to complete the
experiment will be determined by the “long tail” caused
by late probing of a few targets with long periodicities.
Just like the above approach, shortening this long tail
would also be desirable in many studies [6], [22].

• SLIDINGWINDOW: begin probing a random subset of
targets on day 1, adding another subset on day 2, and
so on until all targets have been added. This strategy is
inspired by the approach of Keys et al. [13] to allow
certain subsets of targets to overlap in probing.

• ROUNDROBIN: prioritize targets that have been probed
least, so that each day the minimum fraction of probes
sent across all targets is as high as possible.

• RANDOM: prioritize targets according to a predetermined
random order.

• NOPRIORITY: use a simple first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue
instead of a priority queue. Newly available probes and
probes following those issued are placed at the end of the
queue, without prioritization.

B. Analysis

Our results suggest that, if a probing rate limit must be
observed, our approach will yield more accurate and efficient
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Fig. 3: CDF of the standard deviation of inter-probe delay.
Many of the naı̈ve strategies probe their targets at intervals
that deviate significantly in length, which would lead to poor
measurement results for several applications.

data collection than naı̈ve probing techniques.
In this simulated probing experiment, probes are issued at

intervals of TTLj+δ, for some small δ. Empirically, the mean
of the δ values is always near 0, but we present in Figure 3 a
CDF of the deviation in the δ values for each of the 100,000
targets. Figure 3 thus illustrates that our approach issues probes
at more regular intervals than the naı̈ve strategies, which will
lead to more accurate data collection.

Our strategy also allows us to probe more targets—and
issue more probes to those targets we do hit—than the naı̈ve
strategies. Figure 4 is a CDF of the total number of probes
issued during useful intervals (“useful probes”) for each of
the targets, as of the end of the experiment. It shows that we
are able to completely finish probing 92–97% (all but 8,228–
3,070) of our targets by the end of the week, compared to
about 50–70% of targets completed by the naı̈ve strategies.
Moreover, we manage to send at least 14 of 50 useful probes
to all targets, while the naı̈ve strategies send only 3–5 useful
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Fig. 4: CDF of the number of useful probes sent per strategy.
Depending on the useful interval length ((a) vs. (b)), we finish
probing 92–97% of our targets, compared to 50–70% of targets
finished by the other strategies.

probes to all of the targets by the end of the week. As Figure 4b
shows, lengthening the useful intervals does not significantly
affect these results.

Notice as well that we are able to send more probes during
useful intervals while sending fewer probes overall. Figure 5a
illustrates our conservative probing behavior. Over the course
of the week, we send a total of 4.9m probes, all during useful
intervals—compared to the over 9.6–10m probes sent by naı̈ve
strategies, only 40% of which can be considered useful.

Two further observations may be made from Figure 3:
first, with respect to the periodicity standard deviation being
measured, our approach improves when the useful intervals
are lengthened, while the naı̈ve strategies perform worse.
Second, the naı̈ve strategies of SHORTESTPERIODSFIRST and
SLIDINGWINDOW perform relatively well based on their inter-
probe delay. For SHORTESTPERIODSFIRST, this performance
is likely due to the ease with which the short periodicity jobs
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Fig. 5: Total vs useful number of probes sent over time. Total
probes are indicated by unmarked lines; useful probes by criss-
crossed lines. Notice that we send 4.9m probes, compared to
the 7–10m probes issued by other strategies.

interleave with one another, as well as how easily they can
be deferred if the rate limit is reached. However, notice that
in Figure 5, the SHORTESTPERIODSFIRST strategy also issues
the most probes overall. The SLIDINGWINDOW strategy limits
inter-probe delay by spreading the workload evenly over the
course of the experiment. That said, by naı̈vely staggering the
targets, SLIDINGWINDOW fails to send as many useful probes
to each target as the other strategies do (Figure 4).

Our advantage over the other strategies stems largely from
the fact that we probe only during the useful intervals and that
the intervals themselves are often not closely aligned with one
another. For example, targets in various timezones will likely
have useful intervals staggered throughout the day, providing
a small subset of targets to probe during each hour of the
day. Additionally, while we do not assume that probes in
some part of a useful interval might be more useful than in
other parts of the same interval (i.e., similar to the notion of
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“weighted tardiness scheduling” [14]), it should be clear that
our approach could be augmented to work more effectively
in such contexts since, by design, we have the flexibility
to constrain the useful intervals as much as is necessary,
and we can assign different scheduling priorities to probes
depending upon where they fall within the intervals. Finally,
our application of the EDF scheduling heuristic improves the
precision of our periodic probing more than naı̈ve prioritizing
or a FIFO queue could do.

We believe the results show that our scheduling approach
can be used to conduct active measurements on the Internet in
a more responsible fashion. In particular, we argue that it offers
a good solution for experimenters interested in distributing
their workloads over time and across limited resources while
keeping probing restrictions in mind — yet still maintaining
their over-arching goal of finishing their experiments expedi-
tiously.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we have introduced a technique for scheduling
periodic network probes for Internet measurement, towards
providing a means for researchers to collect measurement data
while probing responsibly. By leveraging diurnal traffic data
for our targets, we demonstrated that our technique could be
used to collect more useful data (while sending fewer probes
overall) than naı̈ve strategies in the context of a simulated
7-day large-scale measurement experiment that observed a
probing rate limit at all times.

As part of future work, we are exploring specific enhance-
ments to our framework to accommodate subsets of targets
whose probe sequences need to overlap. In doing so, we would
extend our approach to be of significant practical benefit to
some IP alias resolution applications [2] whose efficient linear
probing complexity depends on probe sequences to targets
that overlap in time. We are also interested in performing
a large-scale empirical evaluation of the real-world benefits
of using our scheduling strategy to coordinate probes from
different measurement platforms (e.g., Archipelago [10] and
FLAME [25]).
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NOTES
1Our intention is not to call attention to these particular studies, as they

are by no means exceptions to the norm; they do, however, illustrate the sheer
volume of probes sent in many active Internet measurements today.

2Note that due to limited data we estimated one useful interval for each
website w, not one interval for each DNS server-website pair (v, w).
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Abstract—A firewall is a tool that protects users and 
applications from unauthorized accesses and network 
attacks, and secures network connections and resources. It 
rejects unauthorized access while permitting authorized 
connections based upon network security rules and policies. 
Although the importance of a firewall in securing a network 
is vital, a poor architecture and inefficient mechanism for 
inspecting network traffic may lead to reduced network 
performance. Therefore, the performance of a firewall is 
considered as one of its main characteristics. Several 
methods have been proposed to increase firewall 
performance. In this paper, an in-kernel architecture has 
been proposed. It changes the structure of application 
proxies and moves a portion of their functionalities to the 
operating system kernel level. This kernel proxy inspects 
and filters the connections passing through the firewall with 
the help of a user daemon. Tests under different loads show 
that the performance of the firewall increases with the 
proposed architecture. The main reasons are the reduction 
of context switches and elimination of extra copies between 
kernel and user space. The Kernel proxy supports the 
HTTP, FTP and TELNET protocols although a better 
performance could be reached using a kernel URL filter. 

Keywords-firewall; proxy; content filter; kernel proxy; 
performance. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Connecting a local private network to the global public 
networks facilitates the communication between internal 
staff and outside clients and suppliers. However, some 
remote users may attempt to gain access to computers on 
the local private network for purposes such as stealing or 
destroying valuable company information, vandalism or 
even extortion.  

A simple solution for local network security is to run a 
firewall, protecting it from unauthorized Internet accesses. 
However, the associated level of protection obtained 
depends on the chosen architecture and type of the 
firewall. Firewalls can be divided into two general types: 
packet filters and proxies.  

Packet filter firewalls filter packets based on 
examining the source and destination addresses and ports. 
They examine the packet’s IP (and/or TCP) headers and 
accept or reject the packet according to the firewall 
filtering policy. In this organization, packets are inspected 
at the network layer and then sent to the destination. 

Proxy firewalls are protocol-aware firewalls. They use 
the packet application layer content in order to decide to 
accept or reject the packet, providing a more precise 
control [6].  

A Proxy firewall may have several application proxies. 
In order to protect the local network, connections are 
usually made indirectly through these proxies. They play 
the role of a mediator to transfer data between the external 
and internal networks [6]. 

In an application proxy, each packet must come up to 
the application layer, be analyzed on that layer and 
ultimately it is rejected or sent to the destination. There is a 
risk for the application proxy to slow down the transfer of 
data and cause a bottleneck in the network. Therefore, the 
design of an application proxy should be such that it is 
highly efficient and has a reduced impact on the speed of 
data transfer between the local and global networks. The 
purpose of this paper is to discuss a novel method for 
increasing the efficiency of application proxies by moving 
some parts of the functionalities to the kernel level. The 
idea is based on splitting up the firewall responsibilities 
between the user and kernel levels. The kernel level tasks 
include some of the standard proxy tasks - authentication, 
rule management, and state management. The application 
level tasks include rule-based, detailed data and packet 
level analysis. The main benefits of the revised firewall 
architecture come from savings in the number of context 
switches needed to process each packet sent and a 
reduction in the number of copies between user and kernel 
space. 

The paper continues in the next section with a 
discussion of related work for increasing the firewall 
performance. This is followed by a section describing the 
architecture of in-kernel proxies and differences with the 
Linux Netfilter and other application layer proxies. 
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Subsequently, we will discuss our method in detail and 
will show how it can increase the performance of a 
firewall. Finally, the paper concludes by identifying the 
main features of the method and possibilities for future 
work.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Different methods have been introduced for improving 
the performance of firewalls. The first and oldest method 
to increase the efficiency of a firewall is called state-full 
filtering [3]. In a simple stateless firewall, the inspection of 
a packet is performed separately from other packets. Thus, 
whenever a packet comes to the firewall, regardless of 
whether it belongs to a previously setup TCP connection 
or not, or the state of that connection or other packets, the 
firewall will analyze the packet according to the rules, and 
reach a decision for it. The analysis and investigation of all 
the packets causes a severe performance cost to the 
firewall. Therefore, keeping track of the state of the 
connections can speed up the analysis of the packets and 
thus increase its efficiency. In this way, only the first 
packet of a connection is verified against the firewall rules, 
and little verification is required for the remaining packets 
[3]. 

Another method to increase the efficiency of a firewall 
is the use of caching in the application layer. With this 
mechanism, the results of recent user requests are saved. In 
the case of a repeated request (e.g. Web page or DNS 
entry), instead of creating a new connection to the server, 
the saved pages in cache memory are used. This will 
decrease the response time and use of the network 
bandwidth. This mechanism has been used in the Squid 
application proxy [5]. 

Fall [13] introduced another method to speed up the 
copying between two sockets and two files. Hence, this 
method can increase the data transfer speed and efficiency, 
in comparison with application proxies which only copy 
and transfer data. 

In 1998, at the IBM research center, Bhaqwat [14] 
introduced another method called connection link.  This 
method is based on the separation of control and pass-
through of the proxies and proposes a fast route to transfer 
the data in pass-through mode. The main idea of 
connection link is that one should determine when a proxy 
moves from control to pass-through and then link the two 
separate TCP connections as a single connection [14]. 
Studies [1], [2], [4] and [7] suggest different kernel 
methods to increase the performance and efficiency. 
Gopinath [9] discusses kernel support for firewalls. 
Knobbe et al. [6] propose high performance architecture 
for network firewalls. Most of the aforementioned 
methods are based on separating the control and pass-
through modes which is not cost effective and can’t be 
accomplished completely. This paper introduces a method 
that increases the performance of firewalls to an 
acceptable level, without having to isolate the control and 
pass-through modes. 

III. IN-KERNEL PROXY  

When two clients of a network are connected to each 
other through a proxy, this proxy mediates the connection 

and controls data transfers between these two clients. The 
proxy checks the authorization of these clients and decides 
whether these two clients can be connected to each other 
or not, and if the connection is permitted, the data being 
transferred between them is controlled by the proxy [10]. 

Generally, proxies act in two following modes [7]:   
• Control mode 
• Pass-through mode 
In control mode, the proxy performs some analysis on 

the data before it is accepted and transferred. When the 
control phase is over, the proxy moves to the pass-through 
mode in which, the proxy only passes the data. After the 
data is transferred, the proxy may turn back to the control 
state. For example, a TELNET proxy starts in control state 
considers and analyses a TELNET request and whether it 
is permitted or not. When it is permitted and the 
connection is made, the proxy changes to pass-through 
mode and copies the data between the two ends of the 
connection. Distinguishing these two modes and moving 
from one mode to another is the most important task in the 
improvement of the proxies’ performance [4]. 

The functionalities of various proxies are different in 
the control mode. These vary from simple control, at the 
connection starting time, to continuous analysis of data 
being transferred during the connection. The proxies can 
be categorized into four groups according to the amount of 
processing that they do. 

The first group of proxies performs a very little 
control. They are in control mode only at the time of 
connection start, and then remain in pass-through mode 
until the end of the connection. An FTP proxy is an 
example of this type. In the FTP protocol there are two 
kinds of connection, control connection and data 
connection. The FTP proxy processes an FTP request in 
control mode and connects the two clients through a new 
data connection. Then, the proxy processes the data 
connection, in pass-through mode. It keeps this mode until 
the end of the connection. The control connection stays in 
control mode in order to process the subsequent requests 
and commands [3]. 

The second group of proxies performs a large amount 
of control. These proxies authenticate the user, and the 
connections remain in control mode for all the data being 
transferred in both directions. One example of these 
proxies is the HTTP proxy that lets the user have access to 
the HTTP servers on the Internet. HTTP proxies can refine 
and modify the access of external agents or users by 
filtering and constraining permitted agents or users, and 
also it can modify and refine the response to internal 
requests through deleting unsecured applets (as JAVA 
applets and other potentially malicious codes) [7]. 

A firewall may combine different proxies, each of 
which controls a specific aspect of the transfer or exchange 
of data between two networks or clients. Typically, a 
proxy receives a connection, authenticates the client or 
user, and possibly after having refined and modified the 
request, passes the data to another network or client. The 
firewall either uses its own IP address to be an 
intermediary between the two ends of the connection, in 
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which case it is called classical proxy, or it is hidden from 
both ends of the connection, in which case it is called a 
transparent proxy. 

An important point is that in many applications only a 
small part of packet (usually in the header) is controlled, 
and the proxy is mostly in pass-through mode. However, 
here a packet should also move from the kernel layer to the 
application layer and return to the kernel layer again 
before being transmitted to the destination. Therefore, the 
transfer of a considerable percentage of data from kernel 
layer to the application layer seems inevitable but wasteful 
[8] (Figure 1 (a)). 

However, it is possible to design a new in-kernel 
structure for proxies that can solve the problem of 
unnecessary copying of packets from kernel layer to 
application layer, decreasing the number of context 
switches, and potentially greatly improving the efficiency.  
In this method, the proxies will have the responsibility of 
controlling the packets of the connection in the kernel 
network layer, and will avoid the transfer of data to the 
application layer. Thus, many cases of copying between 
kernel layer and application layer will be avoided and the 
transfer and efficiency of the firewall will be increased. 
Figure 1 (b) depicts this organization. 

Of course, completely moving the proxy functionalities 
to the kernel may complexify the proxy structure. As a 
consequence, this could decrease of efficiency of the 
firewall. A solution is only moving the necessary and 
convenient parts of proxies to the kernel, keeping the 
remaining part in the application layer. This user-level part 
is shown in figure 1(b) as user daemon. 

IV. . DESIGN OF THE IN-KERNEL PROXY 

The in-kernel proxy is composed of two parts: one 
central part in the IP layer and one part in the application 

layer. The location of the in-kernel proxy in relation to the 
packet filter (Linux Netfilter) and IP layer is shown in 
figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. The location of the in-kernel proxy 

As shown, whenever the network layer receives a 
packet, it is first analyzed in the packet filter of the firewall 
and then given to the in-kernel proxy.  

Similar to the Linux Netfilter, the in-kernel proxy 
implementation is divided into two sections, a kernel 
module and a user daemon that interfaces with users and 
creates the rules and interactions.  

However, the in-kernel proxy is a content filter which 
means that it has knowledge about the higher level 
protocols and inspects the packet based on its data part as 
well as its TCP/IP headers, while Netfilter is a packet filter 
and can just filter the network packets based on the 
TCP/IP header of a packet and not the data content [15]. 

Unlike the proxies in the application layer, where there 
is a specific proxy for each protocol, in the in-kernel 
proxy, a common proxy is set for all protocols. Of course 
it will have to distinguish the protocols in some parts of 
this proxy. However, all proxies are designed within this 
single framework. The proposed in-kernel proxy supports 
the HTTP, FTP, and TELNET protocols. However, due to 
memory and resource limitations of the kernel, the main 
usage of the in-kernel proxy is for URL filtering. This is 
an important difference between a complete and 
comprehensive proxy like SQUID and this in-kernel 
proxy. 

With respect to the responsibilities of the proxies, and 
also the characteristics of the operating system kernel, the 
kernel-based proxy is composed of the following modules: 

• Authentication 
• Rule Manager  
• Connection Manager 
• Connection Filter 
• Log manager 
Each module has specific responsibilities and duties, 

being described in detail in the following sections. The 
relations among these modules are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 1. Path of Packets: (a) in a normal proxy (b) in the proposed in-
kernel proxy. 
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A. Authentication Module 
In the kernel-based proxy, the authentication of the 

client is used to authenticate the users and clients. In this 
module, the client or user is identified once in order to 
check its permission to use the proxy and then all the 
connections and delivered packets are permitted for a  
predefined time duration. For authentication, users must 
connect to a specific port in the firewall and authenticate 
themselves by entering their username and password.  

B. Rule manager module 
This module is responsible for management and 

maintenance of inspection rules. The rule manager is one 
of the most important and active parts of the kernel proxy. 
This module receives the rules from a user interface, stores 
them to become available to other parts such the 
authentication, log manager, connection filter module. 
This module is also responsible for receiving upgrades of 
these rules and keeping the consistency. The rule manager 
is thus somewhat related to all the modules as a database 
in which all modules get their operation instructions and 
orders.  

In the kernel proxy, the rule manager is composed of 
two parts: application layer and kernel layer. This module 
receives the rules from the system administrator through a 
user interface. Administrator writes the rules in synthetic 
forms, and the user interface, having received these rules, 
parses them to a canonical form saved in the data 
structures and files. The application layer part of the rule 
manager checks these rules and after deleting possible 
errors, copies the rules to the kernel layer. 

C.  Connection Manager Module 
The responsibility of this module is to identify the 

protocols, classify the packets in the kernel, and then 
create and manage the table of different states of the 
proxies. In other words, this module identifies the 
protocols type of the packets, and accordingly reads the 
content of the packet and adds it as a new entry in the 
states table. For example, for HTTP packets, this module 
extracts the HTTP request and response contents and puts 
them in the proxy state table. All the proxies use the same 
state table. The data stored in the state table are as follows: 

• Requested URL or address 
• Client and Server address and port 
• Protocol type (HTTP, FTP, TELNET) 
• Connection state (connected, known ID, unknown 

ID, filtered, waiting, …) 
• The list of the rules taken before for the 

connection packets 
• Connection timeout value 
• Bytes sent and received 
• The policy applicable to the packets 
• Display of the whole saved packets 

D. Filtering Module  
The duty of this module is to filter the data, if required- 

by different filtering rules for the packets passing through.   
Its responsibilities are as follows: 

• Receiving the packets from the connection 
manager module: in the previous section it is 
mentioned that the connection manager module 
reads the packets, determines their protocol and 
then classifies them in accordingly. The filter 
module receives its own input data and packets 
from the connection and consults with the 
manager module to perform the required type of 
filtering. 

• Inspecting the connection packets through the rule 
manager module: this module having received the 
data of the connection, according to the required 
filter, sends a request to the rule manager module 
concerning the characteristics of the connection 
and the related data. The rule manager having 
analyzed the request responds to the filter based 
on its database of rules. Moreover, the rule 
manager extracts the type of logging needed for 
that request and performs logging. 

• Making decision about the packets: the filtering 
module decides according to the response from the 
rule manager to reject or accept the packet and to 
continue the processing. If the response is to wait, 
the filter saves the packet until the response from 
the rule manager is available. The rule manager 
may also consult with the daemon in the 
application layer for the decision. 

Three types of filters to be used by the filtering 
module: 
1) Command filter: this filter is used for HTTP and 

FTP. Here, the commands are received from the packets 
in the connection, and compared to the rules inside the 
kernel. The commands in the FTP proxy are “get”, “put”, 
“dir”, and “pass”, while in the HTTP proxy they are 
“get”, “head”, “post”, “connect” and etc. 
2) URL filter: the filter is used for the HTTP and FTP 

protocols. To use this filter, the extracted URL from a 
connection is comparedwith rules inside the kernel. The 
database for inspecting the URLs is located in the user 
level agent but there is a small URL database cache in 
kernel which helps the kernel proxy to filter the most used 
URLs. However, for the URLs out of this cache, the 
kernel asks the user level agent to get the correct decision. 
3) Content filter: considering the importance of the 

transferred files and data, it is possible that the rule 
manager force the proxy inside the kernel to analyze the 
content of some connections. Therefore, the files and data 
extracted from the packets are filtered and refined by the 
rule manager through the use of the content filter placed 
inside the kernel (and sometimes by connecting to the 
more  elaborate content filter in the application layer). 

E. The logging module 
This module reports important events to the system 

log. There are three log methods (summarized, full log and 
no logging) from which the administrator can select the 
default method: 
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Figure 4. Execuition scenario of a HTTP kernel proxy based on the 
proposed architecture. 

F. Architecture of the In-kernel proxy 
In this part, the execution scenario of the HTTP kernel-

based proxy is analyzed and reviewed in terms of 
proposed architecture. In general, the practical scenario of 
the HTTP proxy can be as follows: 

• Analyzing user’s authentication status: this is the 
first step in inspecting the connection. If the user 
has been authorized already, then the remaining 
packets are accepted. Otherwise, an “Unauthorized 
Access Message” will be sent to the user and the 
connection will be closed. 

• Receiving the user’s request and URL from the 
packet. 

• Writing the new connection in the state table. 
• Connecting and consulting with the rule manager 

and filtering the command and/or the URL and/or 
the content. 

• Recording correspond events in the log. 
• If the connection is valid based on the filtering 

rules, then a connection will be made with the 
distant host. 

• Otherwise, a suitable response will be sent to the 
client and the connection will be terminated. 

Figure 4 shows this process. 

V. EVALUATION 

The proposed kernel proxy architecture has been 
implemented in Linux Red Hat version 7.2 with kernel 
version 2.4.1. The network, hardware and software 
configuration of the evaluation setup are first presented. 
Then the influence of different parameters on the 
efficiency of the system will be analyzed. Finally, the 
results of the evaluation for the proposed system will be 
compared to the efficiency of an existing user-level proxy 
implementation. 

A. Configuration 
Table 1 show the configuration of the networks, 

clients, server and firewall machine (FwTest). In this 
configuration, two local networks with 100 Mbps 
bandwidth have been used. 

TABLE I.  THE CONFIGURATION USED FOR TESTING THE KERNEL 
PROXY 

Host CPU RAM HDD NIC 
Client Intel PIII 800 

MHz 
256 Quantom 

60G 
1*3c905c 
10/100 

Server Intel PIV 1000 
MHz 

256 Quantom 
20G 

1 *3c905c 
10/100 

FWTest Intel PIII 800 
MHz 

128 Quantom 
15G 

2 *3c905c 
10/100 

In this configuration, proxies are transparent, the log 
method is summarized log and NAT (network address 
translation) is disabled. The number of rules in the kernel 
is 30 rules and the tests exercise the HTTP proxy. No 
cache mechanism is used in clients, server, or firewall. 

Fire Bench [12] is used to generate network traffic and 
monitor the firewall performance. It measures the 
connections per second and the average response time: 

• Connections per second: This test counts the 
number of the connections per second that are 
supported by the firewall. The clients make a 
connection to the server and immediately 
terminate it and start with a new connection. The 
number of clients increases gradually up to the 
point where a maximum is reached. 
SPECWeb2009 [11] is used to generate the 
needed connections and loads. Figure 5 depicts the 
comparison based on this test. 

• The average response time test: This test is 
another criterion to evaluate the firewall 
performance; it is based on the average time 
needed to respond to each connection. Figure 6 
depicts the comparison based on this test. 

The evaluation is started by the execution of a load 
managing application, the manager, in the first client. This 
application reads the configuration file and produces the 
workload file. Then, it creates a TCP/IP socket to other 
clients and sends the workload and configuration files. At 
this point, each client waits for a message from the 
manager. When clients get the START message from the 
manager, they start to send their request to the server 
(through the firewall). After finishing the test, the manager 
gets the test results from the clients. This process runs 3 
times and subsequently, the manager calculates the results 
and generates the final report. 

B. Analysis of the results 
Each normally terminated TCP connection is 

composed of at least seven packets [1]. In the kernel 
proxy, the first packet and also the packets that contain 
application layer content are analyzed and inspected. If 
they are sent to the application layer daemon, they need re-
analysis by the user level rule manager. Therefore, the 
number of communications with the daemon and the 
number of rules, have a direct effect on the firewall 
performance. 

The FireWall ToolKit (FWTK) from TIS is a popular 
user level application proxy [16]. The comparison between 
the in-kernel proxy and FWTK shows that the transfer of 
the firewall input traffic to the application layer causes a 
severe decline in the efficiency of the firewall (the 
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performance drop in the last part of the yellow line
figure 5).  

In the case of the kernel HTTP proxy, only the packet 
that contains the URL is sent to the application layer 
daemon, while the remaining packets will pass through the 
kernel and be sent directly to the destination.
process is much simpler for many TCP control packets. 
FWTK on the other hand sends all the input data traffic to 
the application layer, thereby decreasing the efficiency.

Figure 5. Comparison of the results (Connections

Figure 6. Comparison of the results (Average Response

In the in-kernel proxy, a high efficiency 
because of the pass-through of most TCP control packets.

Of course, the number of rules in the in
also affects the efficiency of the firewall directly. 
However, the influence of the number of rules 
than that of the extra copies between kernel and user
and associated the context switches. Figure 6
average response time of kernel proxies (with/without user 
level daemon) and FWTK application proxy.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, the architecture and implementation 
model of an in-kernel proxy to increase the efficiency of 
the firewalls is presented. Results of the evaluation show 
that a proper division of labor between the application and 
kernel levels could yield substantial savings in terms of 
reduction of OS system calls and copied data. 
efficiency increase compared to a kernel without any 
proxy and also compared to the efficiency of 
application layer proxy is shown. The main reason 
increase in efficiency of the proxy is due to the decrease
number of contexts switches between the kernel and 
application layer and also the reduction of
copies among the different layers. 

A complete URL filter proxy requires an application 
layer URL categorizer. However, in this project
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the remaining packets will pass through the 
kernel and be sent directly to the destination. Therefore the 
process is much simpler for many TCP control packets. 

sends all the input data traffic to 
the application layer, thereby decreasing the efficiency. 
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a high efficiency is reached 
control packets. 

the in-kernel proxy 
the efficiency of the firewall directly. 

the influence of the number of rules is much less 
copies between kernel and user-level 

6 compares the 
average response time of kernel proxies (with/without user 
level daemon) and FWTK application proxy. 

S AND FUTURE WORK 

and implementation 
proxy to increase the efficiency of 

Results of the evaluation show 
that a proper division of labor between the application and 
kernel levels could yield substantial savings in terms of 
reduction of OS system calls and copied data. The 

compared to a kernel without any 
y and also compared to the efficiency of FWTK 

. The main reason for the 
increase in efficiency of the proxy is due to the decreased 

he kernel and 
of unnecessary 

requires an application 
project, a basic 

URL categorizer has been implemented;
implementation of a kernel URL categorizer could be a 
future extension. 

The most important future 
implementing of a high performance kernel level packet 
modifier which inspects and modifies
removing potentially malicious content
other malwares) from the packets
here are controlling the packets sequence number and 
TCP sliding windows.  This would
light packet content filtering TCP 

Finally, the kernel proxy should provide a
application-layer interface to aid users and 
in the configuration, rule editing 
of the firewall. 
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Abstract—Web and Distributed software development is 

vulnerable to risks, which may apply to any of three 

perspectives: Project, Process and Product. However, existing 

software risk management approaches are mainly 

concentrating on the Project and only very few of them have 

touched the Process perspective. Our WeDRisk approach has, 

as one of its main objectives, coverage of Web and Distributed 

risks from all three perspectives. The work presented in this 

paper is a result of an experiment to evaluate some aspects of 

WeDRisk.  This paper is mainly focused on the evaluation of a 

clustering of the risks from the three perspectives, and the 

criteria used for the clustering. The result of the experiment 

illustrated the importance and usefulness of clustering and 

considering of the risks from the three perspectives as a way of 

reducing the effort and time in managing the risks and then 

increasing the efficiency of risk management in web and 

distributed developments.  

Keywords- Web and Distributed risk perspectives; Software  

risk mangement; Clustering of risks 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The development of the Web and Distributed (W-D) 

software industry is sharply accelerating over the last five 

years. This high rate of growth is due to the incremental 

demand on software applications in all today’s activities and 

technologies as well as the ubiquity of the Internet, which 

has increased the deployment and development over it [1]. 

However, with these developments come new problems: a 

higher management complexity, new challenges and risks 

such as: Insufficient competence; Wage and cost inflation; 

Inadequate informal communications; Lack of trust; Culture 

differences (e.g., different language, different corporate 

culture and different developers’ background); Time-zone 

difference (leading to ineffective synchronous 

communication); Development process differences; 

Knowledge management challenges (most of the existing 

management approaches are designed for co-located teams); 

Security issues (Ensuring electronic transmissions 

confidentiality and privacy) [2][3][4]. 

     The above-mentioned challenges and risks attack all 

perspectives (project, process and product, hereafter called 

“3P”) of W-D software industry. However, there are diverse 

definitions for the 3P perspectives and it is difficult to find a 

clear and unique definition for any of them. The following 

definitions are used for the purpose of this study [5][6]:  

Project perspective concerns aspects such as budgets, 

plans, goals, responsibilities and schedules.  

Process perspective concerns the methods, tasks and 

activities of producing the software. 

Product perspective concerns the final product aspects 

such as its functionality, maintenance, market competence 

and security.    

    Looking at these perspectives it is expected that each one 

of them includes, or could be affected by, different types of 

risks. Risk management is, therefore, an important issue 

from these three perspectives [5][6]. 

   The paper gives a background on related work (Section 

II), problem and approach (Section III), and then it 

describes the experiment (Section IV), presenting and 

analyzing the result of the experiment (Section V). The 

paper discusses the experiment results in Section VI and 

then presents the   conclusions and suggested future work in 

Section VII. 

II. RELATED WORK 

     Many software risk management approaches exist such 

as WinWin Spiral model [5]; GRisk-Mode and tool [7]; 

GSRM model [8]; Riskit method [9]; GLM Model[10]; 

GDPS RM Framework [11]. However, the software risk 

management issue has got only scant attentions in 

distributed development [1]. A review of software risk 

management for selection of best tools and techniques, 

which has been concentrated on recommended approaches 

(SEI, SER, SoftRisk, TRM, ARMOR, Riskit)  has concluded 

that no one tool or technique alone can be considered as a 

perfect for managing risks in software development [12]. 

Gorski and Miler in [13] have introduced a concept (DS-

RM-Concept) and a tool called Risk-Guide for risk 

management in distributed software development projects, 

with emphasis on the role of open communication.  Kuni 

and Bhushan [14] introduced the Wipro Offshore 

Outsourcing Methodology (WOOW), which takes the risks 

in the account through a model called Risk Management 

Model.  

     Keshlaf and Riddle [3] reviewed the existing approaches 

and highlighted a number of weaknesses in them, especially 
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in managing W-D development risks. One of the 

weaknesses is “… the existing approaches concentrate on 

project perspective of software development and they do not 

pay enough attention to other perspectives (Process and 

Product)”. 

 

III. PROBLEM AND APPROACH 

     In order to tackle the weaknesses of the existing 

approaches in managing W-D development risks we 

introduced a new approach called WeDRisk [15]. It consists 

of five layers (Project, Stakeholder, Risk Management 

Customization, Implementation, and Evaluation & 

Auditing) and two supporter components (Communication 

& Plug-In Controller and Evolution Regulator). The layers 

consist of components, which contain steps, techniques and 

guidelines [15]. WeDRisk maps risks dependencies during 

the risk management operation in order to reduce undesired 

consequences. 

 

 
Figure 1: Perspectives Clustering Criteria 

 

WeDRisk includes several concepts, which could help in 

tackling some of the identified weaknesses. One of these 

concepts is the consideration of the risks from the 3P 

perspectives. This concept depends on a clustering strategy 

(using special criteria factors) to deal with the risk from 

these three perspectives.  

The clustering strategy is intended to save time and 

effort. It locates fewer resources at each perspective as the 

managing of risks will focus on the relevant perspective 

risks each time. WeDRisk suggests some factors that could 

help for clustering the risks from the 3P perspectives. These 

factors are shown in Figure 1. 

     The suggested criteria groups the risks based on some 

characteristics and nature of the perspectives. The proposed 

criteria are identified based on experience, available 

literature and previous research results.  Following sections 

describe controlled experiment, which was used to evaluate 

the clustering strategy. 

IV. THE EXPERIMENT 

This experiment is a part of PhD research at Newcastle 

University, UK which aims to build a software risk 

management approach to manage W-D development risks. 

The approach is called WeDRisk and it is currently under 

development. The aim of this experiment is to test some 

hypotheses, which are prepared in order to validate the 

significance of a list of proposed W-D risks and the 

usefulness of clustering them from the 3P perspectives 

(project, process and product). The experiment is also used 

to examine W-D vulnerability to atypical risks and the 

usefulness of absorbing their side effects.   

      The experiment has been designed to test four 

hypotheses (H1-H4).  H1 evaluates the importance of 

potential risks to W-D development. H2, H3 evaluate the 

consideration of the 3P perspectives and H4 evaluates the 

atypical risks absorbing strategy. This paper focuses on H2 

and H3, which validate the clustering strategy (and our 

proposed clustering criteria) as a way of considering the 

risks from the 3P perspectives. The two hypotheses are: 

 

Hypothesis H2: “If the developers use the proposed 

clustering criteria then the clustering time of W-D risks 

from three perspectives will be shorter and the effort will be 

saved” 

Hypothesis H3: “Clustering the risks from three 

perspectives (project, process and product) saves time and 

effort” 

 

The choice of the controlled experiment to test these 

hypotheses was due to the following reasons: 

 Difficulties of getting a suitable case study, as many 
software developers have high confidentiality 
restrictions for their projects data.  

 Unavailability of suitable subjects who have the 
required experience or education.  

 Emulating the real working environment conditions, 
which are significant to the study. 

 It was difficult to ensure the same working 
environment for all the subjects (to avoid the 
difference in resources such as internet and computer 
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speeds, as time is one of the measurements as well as 
to observe the real effort). 

 To avoid any outside influence on the participant, 
which could be different from one participant to 
another, as this could lead to some bias in the 
experiment. 

 In such experiment the participants need some 
clarifications from time to time, which should be 
provided equally to all participants to avoid any bias. 

 It is difficult to get all the participants at the same 
time in the same room and it is difficult to provide 
the same support and clarification to a group of 
subjects who are doing the same tasks at the same 
time. If so there will be some biases. 

 To ensure the exact implementation sequence of the   
tasks during all experiment stages.  

A. Experiment Method 

Our experiment design was highly inspired by works in 

[16][17][18], especially in the way of structuring the 

experiment, preparing the hypotheses, avoiding bias, 

collecting, analyzing the data, discussing the result and 

describing the experiment. Before conducting the 

experiment we discussed the experiment design with 

expertise from Carnegie Mellon University and other 

researches in Newcastle University, who provided us with 

valuable comments.  Based on the provided comments we 

made some modification to improve the experiment. The 

modifications included changing the method of recording 

the time during the experiment and giving more freedom to 

subjects, in order to reduce the time pressure on them. One 

other modification related to the arrangement and sequence 

of handling the experiment material. This also helped in 

estimating the required time for each participant to perform 

the experiment: we found 30-35 minutes suitable. We made 

the required improvement on the experiment material and 

measurement then we started the real experiment. 

In order to give a chance for more replication of this 

experiment we provide hereafter full details of the 

experiment so it can be replicated easily for any research 

reasons.   

B. Subjects (Participants) 

We recruited 30 participants (male and female) for this 

experiment. They were PhD students, researchers and MSc 

students at School of Computing Science, Newcastle 

University-UK.  The majority of them were PhD students or 

researchers. All of them either have experience with 

software development or at least participated in software 

projects in their studies. The subjects were recruited by 

emails. We sent email to all MSc students, PhD students and 

researchers at the school and we got a positive response 

from about 35 of them, but we have chosen only 30 subjects 

based on specific experience and education criteria.   

     This set of participants has been selected as we expected 

that they had enough knowledge or experience with 

software development and many of them had participated in 

software development projects as part of their courses. We 

compensated the participants who performed the experiment 

with £10 Amazon vouchers for their time. Instead of using 

the participants’ real names or numbers we assigned a 

special reference number so that it can be used 

anonymously for future research after this experiment.  

C. Introductory  

At the beginning of the experiment each participant was 

asked to fill in and sign a consent form. Then the 

participants were briefed with the necessary information 

(e.g., description of the experiment, software risks and 

proposed list of risks, W-D development, software risk 

management, software perspectives). After that their 

assigned tasks in the experiment were explained to them. 

Each subject was told by the experimenter that he has the 

right to stop at any time if he feels not happy to continue for 

any reason and he has to try to be accurate as possible. 

Participants were told that they have the right to ask any 

question related to the experiment at any time if need be. 

Printed versions of all experiment related information, 

tasks and instructions were supplied to support the 

participants’ understandings.  

In some stages of the experiment the participants were 

randomly divided into two groups (control and experimental 

group) based on the nature of the task and needed 

measurements.  

D. Apparatus & Instrumentation 

The apparatus, which were used in the experiment 
include computer for data entry and office environment, 
normal stationery, hard copies of the experiment material 
and forms and sport watch (on a mobile). 

E. Subjects (Participants) Tasks 

The participants’ tasks can be summarized as follows: 

 Understanding their roles in the experiment.  

 Performing the assigned roles. 

 Clustering the W-D risks from three perspectives 
(project, process and product). For this task the 
participants are divided into groups (control and 
experimental groups): Control group members 
perform the clustering operation based on their own 
knowledge whereas, the experimental group use a 
specific criteria for clustering the risk from the three 
perspectives. 

 Searching twice for certain perspectives risks before 
and after the clustering 

All the participants were told that they had the right to 
ask for any clarifications during the experiment and they 
could stop at any stage of the experiment 

F. Avoiding Bias 

Experiments are very sensitive to errors. Many errors 

could arise due to bias in the experiment. In order to avoid 

bias the required information and instructions were provided 

to all of the participants as hard copies. However, the 
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criteria factors were provided to experimental group 

members only as it is used by them only. Moreover, the 

dividing of the participants into control and experimental 

groups was on a random basis. This is also to avoid 

contradiction in the experiment result.  

On all the data documents we used only the participants’ 

reference numbers rather than the names or numbers. This 

anonymity makes the analysis of the data more reliable and 

saves the privacy of the participants.   

Bias is also avoided at the result analysis. This is 

achieved by sending the gathered data to a third party to 

help us with the analysis without giving him any 

information about the subjects.  

G. Data Confidentiality 

The collected data are strictly confidential to the 

experimenter and his supervisor. It is only used for research 

purposes and not for other intention. The participants 

bibliographic data (e.g., subjects name and number) were 

only used for providing the free Amazon vouchers (through 

the school administration) and were discarded afterwards. 

V. RESULT AND ANALYSIS  

The collected data from the experiment were in the form 

of tables and question answers, to test the research 

hypothesis. Several tasks were designed to test each 

hypothesis. For this reason, we introduce the results and 

analysis of the data arranged in order of the hypotheses. In 

this section each hypothesis is stated and followed by the 

related result and analysis. 

A. Hypothesis H2 

In order to test Hypothesis H2 we have divided the 

subjects into two “control” and “experimental” groups (15 

in each).  In order to avoid bias and contradictions we used 

a randomization strategy. The randomization in this case 

was done on the subjects, when they were divided into the 

two groups (control and experimental).  

The subjects of both control and experimental groups 

have been asked to cluster the risks in Table I from the 3P 

perspectives. The control group completed their task 

without giving them any clustering criteria; whereas the 

experimental group has been given clustering criteria. 

     There is a significant difference between the time taken 

by the two groups shown by the Mann-Whitney U statistical 

test at (p-value = 0.0079, U = 168.0).   

Generally the total time used by control group 

participants for the clustering (56 minutes) of the risks was 

less than the time that was used by the experimental group 

(108 minutes). This could be for reasons such as:  

 Actual time for reading the criteria, poor design of 
the criteria design or it is hard to understand the 
criteria. 

 The speed of answering from the control group 
could be because there is no restriction on their 

clustering. This raises questions about the accuracy 
of their clustering.   

 Without the criteria the selections and answers could 
be different from one cycle to another and from one 
developer to another. This also applies to the 
required time for the clustering. 

       In fact using the criteria first time may take some time 

from the developer for understanding and reading but it is 

expected that the next cycles will take a shorter time. More 

training and improvement on the criteria will make it much 

easier to understand and use the criteria. 

TABLE I.   NON CLUSTERED POTENTIAL W-D RISKS 

Risk  

No. 

Risk Name 

1 Unfamiliarity with international and foreign contract law 

2 Inadequate customer requirement (see and change strategy) 

3 Poor documentation 

4 Low visibility of project process 

5 Inadequate process development 

6 Not enough measurement and estimations 

7 Lack of security precautions 

8 Weaknesses in protection procedures for Intellectual Property 

rights  

9 Vendor feasibility 

10 Insufficient competence 

11 Communication failures 

12 Poor sites management control 

13 Failure to  manage user expectations 

14 Insufficient project stakeholder involvement 

15 Process instability 

16 Poor performance 

17 Poor UI 

18 Insecure of communication channels 

19 Lack of requirement specification 

20 Inadequate user involvement 

21 Difficulties in ongoing support and maintenance 

22 Unrealistic estimation of the number of  users 

23 Differences in the development methodologies and processes 

24 Weak or inadequate contracts 

25 Complicated development dependencies between project sites 

26 A Cross cultural differences / influence  

27 Poor product functionality  

28 Market fluctuations 

29 Scalability limitations 

30 Poor availability 

31 Lack of top management commitment 

32 Instability in other project sites 

33 Lack of Face-To-Face meetings 

34 Lack of Management availability and efficiency 

35 Unfamiliarity with customer type 

36 Constraints due to time zone differences 

B. Hypothesis H3  

To test Hypothesis H3, data was collected from different 

tasks (2, 3, 7, 8, 3, 4 and 9), which are stated below. The test 

uses the difference in time and effort between using 

clustered and non-clustered risks to test this hypothesis. The 

used time was obtained from tasks 2, 3, 7 and 8 whereas 

answers for some questions in task 4 (Q2 and Q3) and task 9 

(Q1) were used to evaluate the effort.  In order to avoid any 

influence or bias the tasks 7 and 8 were performed 
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separately from tasks 2 and 3 (in both time and sequence).  

The following sections describe how the used time and 

effort are obtained and estimated: 

 

1) Used Time:  

Used time can give a preliminary indication of whether 

the task is easy, difficult or complicated. Task 2 and task 7 

were the same, except that task 2 was on non-clustered risks 

and task 7 was on pre-clustered risks. In these two tasks the 

subjects have been asked to specify two risks for each one 

of the three perspectives.   

Task 3 and task 8 were also the same but task 3 was on 

non- clustered risks and task 8 was on pre-clustered risks. In 

these two tasks the subjects have been asked to specify the 

perspectives for three pre-ticked risks by the experimenter.  

While the subject was implementing the tasks (2, 3, 7 

and 8) the experimenter was monitoring and recording the 

time. Table II shows the total of the used time during the 

tasks 2, 3, 7 and 8. The illustrated values in Table II are for 

the time used by the subjects for both non-clustered and pre-

clustered risks. As shown on Table II the subjects spent less 

time with the pre-clustered risks compared with non-

clustered risks for the above tasks, suggesting that clustering 

from three perspectives reduces the required time for 

dealing with the risks.  

TABLE II.  TOTALS OF USED TIME FOR TASKS 2, 3, 7 AND 8 

Non Clustered Risks Pre-Clustered Risks 

Task No. ∑  Used Time Task No. ∑ Used Time 

T 2 128.92 T 7 42.13 

T 3 26.76 T 8 8.29 

 

2) Effort: 

It is not easy to evaluate effort. We used a set of 

questions, which were distributed among the tasks in a 

specific order to gather subjects’ feedback and opinions 

about the usefulness of clustering of the risks from the three 

perspectives and the spent effort. Moreover, the 

experimenter monitored the subjects while they were 

performing the tasks. For this purpose Q2 and Q 3 in task 4 

and Q1 in task 9 were designed and asked to the 

participants. The questions and the answers are shown 

below:  

Task 4/Q2:  Was it easy for you to specify the risks or 

perspectives? ( Yes /  No) 

This question was answered by 29 participants, 13 of 

them answered Yes with percentage 44.8 % and 16 of them 

answered No with percentage 55.1 %.  

 

Task 4/Q3: Do you agree with the idea that the above tasks 

will be much easier and the time and effort can be saved if 

risks were clustered from the three perspectives?  

 

 Strongly    Agree     Neutral        Disagree       Strongly                     

Agree                                                                        Disagree 

 1                2               3                    4                      5 

As shown in Figure 2 the number of subjects who voted 

to Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly 

Disagree are 4, 22, 3, 0, 0 respectively. This means that the 

majority of the subjects are in agreement (or strong 

agreement) in their answers for this question.  

 

Task 9/ Q1: To what extent do you agree with the idea 

statement that “concentrating only on the risks of the 

appointed perspective saves time and effort” 

 

Strongly    Agree       Neutral        Disagree         Strongly 

Agree                                                                     Disagree 

1                   2                3                  4                     5 

Figure 3 illustrates the subjects’ answers for Q1 in task 

9, as shown on the figure the number of answers on the 

“agree” side (Strongly Agree and Agree = 20) is higher 

than the “disagree” side (Disagree and Strongly Disagree 

= 2), with 6 subjects answering Neutral. This means that the 

idea of “concentrating only the risks of the appointed 

perspective to save time and effort” has strong support from 

the subjects in the experiment.  
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Figure 2: Voting for used effort (clustered and none clustered) 
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Figure 3: Concentrating on appointed perspective risks saves time & effort 

 

From the above result following points can be remarked: 

1- From tasks 2,3,7 and 8 as it can be seen on Table II the 

total used time for the tasks, which were performed on non-

clustered risks was higher than the one, which were 

performed on  pre-clustered risks.  
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2- After performing tasks 2 and 3 on non-clustered risks the 

participants were asked “Was it easy for them to specify the 

risks or perspectives?” More than 55% of them answered 

No to this question. They were asked another question after 

performing these two tasks, “Do you agree with the idea 

that the above tasks will be much easier and the time and 

effort can be saved if risks were clustered from the three 

perspectives?” with 5 options (Strongly Agree, Agree, 

Neutral, Disagree and Strongly Disagree) to select from 

them. As can be seen in Figure 2 the majority of participants 

agreed or strongly agreed. 

3- After performing tasks 7 and 8 the subjects were asked 

the same questions but in a different way and in only one 

question: To what extent do you agree with the idea 

statement that “concentrating only on the risks of the 

appointed perspective saves time and effort” with the same 

options to answer this question (Strongly Agree, Agree, 

Neutral, Disagree and Strongly Disagree). Only two 

subjects disagreed. The rest of subjects agreed (including 

those who strongly agreed), see Figure 3. 

C. The Support of Our Pre-Clustered list 

As a side product of the experiment we compared our 

clustering of the W-D potential list of risks with the 

clustering of the two groups (control and experimental). The 

result of that will be used to improve the pre-clustered risks. 

Table III summarizes the result. 

We found that some participants have categorized some 

risks under more than one perspective. 

TABLE III.   SUPPORT TO OUR CLUSTERING 

Supported                             

By:        

Cluster  

Both 

Groups 

Control 

Group 

only 

Experimental 

Group only 

No 

One 

Project Risks  10/13  - 1/13 2/13 

Process Risks 4/9 - 1/9 4/9 

Product Risks 10/14 - 0/14 4/14 

Totals 24/36 0 2/36 10/36 

 

As can be seen in Table III, our clustering of risks has 

higher support from both control and experimental groups 

together. In total 66.6 % of our clustering of risks from the 

3P perspectives were supported and only 27.7 % were not 

supported. This is understandable from the numbers shown 

in Table III. Our clustering for the project and product risks 

has stronger support from the groups. For the clustering 

project risks only 2 risks out of 36 were not supported by 

the groups. Our clustering for the product risk was also 

strongly supported by the groups as only the clustering of 4 

risks out 14 were not supported. By contrast, the support of 

process risks was medium as the clustering of 4 risks out of 

9 was not supported. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

A. Study Limitation 

It would have been preferred if the experiment had been 

undertaken at one of the software development houses or 

projects, but this was not feasible as most software 

companies have restrictions with data security. Several local 

web development companies were conducted but they were 

not able to participate.  

B. Study Reflection 

The following three points summarize the experiment 

result: 

 The result of the experiment was against the 
Hypothesis H2, the opposite of what was expected. 
This was clear as the used time by the experimental 
group was higher than in the case of control groups. 
The experiment result showed the need for revising 
and modifying the criteria in order to improve and 
rectify them. 

 Hypothesis H3 is strongly supported by the 
experiment result.  

 The experiment results show the clustering has a 
significant impact by reducing the time and effort. 
This result supports the concept of managing the 
risks from the 3P perspectives in W-D development, 
because the risks are distributed between the three 
perspectives and none of them can be ignored. 
Previous approaches have considered all the risks 
from the project perspective or, in the best cases 
(very rare), they might see them from the process 
perspectives [3]. This wastes developers’ time, effort 
and leads to them locating more resources for one 
perspective’s risks and ignoring others.  

 Our pre-clustered risks list of the risks, which is used 
in the experiment has gained significant support 
from control and experimental groups. In general the 
support came from both groups and only in two 
cases did it come from the experimental group only. 
However, the clustering of a few risks were not 
supported by the groups.   

 Some risks could affect more than one perspective. 
 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Since it is difficult to find a suitable project and wait for 

the risks to actually happen, we emulate such a situation 

pro-actively in an experimental based setting. We have 

presented the results of the experiment, which is designed to 

validate some aspects of our research into the WeDRisk 

approach. The results that were presented in this paper cover 

usefulness of clustering risks from the three “3P” 

perspectives (project, process and product) and evaluate our 

criteria factors that can be used for the clustering. The 

experiment has taken place at School of Computing 

Science/ Newcastle University, UK. The recruited subjects 

were 30 participants (MSc, PhD and Post-doctoral 
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researchers) who either have experience and worked in 

software development projects or at least have appropriate 

knowledge with software engineering and software 

development. The result of the experiment shows the 

following: 

 The clustering of the risks from the three 
perspectives has got a high degree of support from 
the subjects.  

 It seems that using the criteria for clustering takes 
more time than clustering without the criteria but: 

- It supports standardization. 
- In the long run, using criteria will take shorter time 
when the developer becomes familiar with it. 
-Using criteria avoids subjective judgments, which 
could be different from one practitioner to another.  

Without the criteria it is very difficult to decide, which 

perspective the risk could apply to, particularly if the 

developer does not have enough experience. In real 

applications it is expected that developers may have some 

training on how to use the criteria. The following 

contributions are made by this work: 

 Risks should be considered from the 3P 
perspectives. 

 Clustering identified risks is effective in saving time 
and effort. 

The result of the experiment confirm the importance and 

usefulness of clustering, considering of the risks from the 3P 

perspectives as a way for reducing the effort and time in 

managing the risks and then increasing the efficiency of risk 

management in W-D developments.  

The experiment result also raised the need for updating 

and improving our proposed clustering criteria to make it 

more understandable and less time consuming for 

developers and managers. The result of this experiment will 

be used to revise and rectify our pre-clustered risks list. 

Finally, some risks could affect more than one perspective. 

The experiment has been designed to be ready for any 

replications in the future if need be. 
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Abstract- Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) have a lot of 

features, like the autonomous terminal that means each node 

can function as both host and router. Also, the operations on a 

MANET are distributed because of the absence of 

infrastructure and central control of the network. The 

topology of such network changes dynamically because of the 

mobility of the nodes. Nodes use Multi-hop routing to 

guarantee the delivery of messages. A MANET suffers from a 

set of problems. Most of them arise from the nature of the 

network itself, since it use wireless communication which is 

already suffer from the high bit error rate and hence the data 

exchanged through MANET is more likely to interference, 

fading, and subjected to noise. In this paper, a new scheme for 

reactive routing protocols is proposed to decrease the effects of 

the broadcast storm problem and to discover a more stable 

route to maximize the throughput of the network and minimize 

the average delay and the routing overhead. 
 

Keywords- MANET; Probabilistic-Based; AODV; NPBA. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) are networks of 
mobile nodes that are connected through Multi-hop wireless 
links without any infrastructure. MANETs received more 
attention and became one of the significant areas in network 
world, because of the wide spread of new technologies such 
as laptops, and mobile phones [1][9]. MANETs are simply 
built without the need of any infrastructure, it consists of a 
number of nodes distributed over a geographical area that 
dynamically change their locations, they are rapidly 
deployed, self configured and the nodes are connected 
through wireless links. Due to the nodes mobility, the 
topology of such networks is rapidly changes [2][10]. 
MANETs could be stand alone network or connected to 
external networks (e.g., Internet). 

Ad Hoc network has special characteristics such as highly 
dynamic environment that make the conventional routing 
protocols not appropriate choice for these networks. The 
routing process is one of the most challenging aspects in 
MANET because of its limited resources, distributed 
operations, dynamic features and instable wireless links. It 
needs a routing process that constructs and maintains up-to-
date routes with minimum overhead and resources 
consumption [3][7]. The remainder of this paper is 
organized as follows: Section 2 reviews broadcast in 

MANETs. In Section 3, we present our proposed protocol. 
Then in Section 4, we analyze the broadcast based 
probabilistic scheme with different system parameters. 
Section 5 accommodates the simulation environment and 
analyze of our results, whereas Section 6 concludes this 
study. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Flooding [11] is the simplest static routing protocol. It 
does not need any information about the network topology 
to deliver packets from the source to the destination. When a 
node wants to send a packet, it transmits this packet to all its 
neighbors. Then each node that receives this packet for the 
first time retransmits it to all neighbors except the neighbor 
from which it was received. This process is continued until 
the packet reaches all nodes in the network. Each packet has 
a unique identifier that consists of the source address, a 
special sequence number used to prevent sending duplicate 
packets from the same node, and the destination address 
[12]. The main disadvantage of flooding is the consumption 
of the network resources because of the high traffic load it 
generates. On the other hand, it ensures that the packet 
reaches to the desired destination and gives a high packet 
delivery ratio. Such routing protocol is still used as a 
building block for other enhanced protocols, such as DSR 
[2], and AODV [12]. 

Distance Vector (DV) routing algorithms [8] are based on 
Bellman-Ford formula. Its concern is determining the cost to 
any node in the network. Each node maintains its routing 
table which contains information about best routes to every 
node in the network [11]. Different metrics used to calculate 
the cost between nodes, such as hop count, queue length, 
and delay. Nodes flood the cost information to neighbors 
periodically to update their routing tables. Then each 
neighbor uses this information to recalculate the costs by 
applying Bellman-Ford formula and comparing it with its 
local routes to choose the next hop with minimum cost to 
each destination.  The process is repeated every time new 
distance vector is received from any of the neighbors that 
cause a change in the node distance vector. The slow 
convergence of the routing information is the major 
drawback of DV algorithms [4]. 
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In the Link State (LS) algorithm, each node has a 
complete view of all links in the network. A shortest path 
algorithm is used to determine the best path or route. The 
best route then is selected based on some metrics like link 
speed, number of hops, or traffic congestion. Upon topology 
change, a notification message is flooded to the whole 
network and each node updates its links state with the new 
information.  The efficiency of LS algorithms is decreased 
when the size of the network is increased. LS has a highly 
space complexity because each node stores information for 
all network elements. 

III. NEW PROBABILISTIC-BASED BROADCASTING 

ALGORITHM 

The New Probabilistic-Based Broadcasting Algorithm 
(NPBA) is an on-demand, broadcast-based; Ad Hoc route 
discovery protocol that is designed for MANETs. The main 
goal of this scheme is to minimize redundant broadcasts, 
and to increase the overall routing performance.  
NPBA solves the problem of probabilistic based protocol in 
sparse networks, where, in such networks nodes do not 
receive all broadcasts unless probability parameter is high. 
When probability is 1, this scheme is identical to flooding. 
So, NPBA adjusts the sending probability of broadcast 
packet according to certain parameters such as, network 
density. 

IV. DESIGN OF NPBA 

NPBA aims to find the best route with lowest cost while 
preserving network resources.  NPBA modifies the route 
discovery phase specifically the propagation of RREQ 
packets of the original reactive protocols. Other phases are 
the same as the original ones. To implement this scheme, a 
list of neighbors is required to keep track of the current 
neighbors of the node.  
Depending on the network topology, each node in the 
network is assigned a probability to rebroadcast the 
upcoming messages. When source node receives a broadcast 
message, it runs a broadcast procedure to decide whether to 
continue the broadcast process or to drop it. 
According to network topology, network is divided into 
dense and sparse areas. In dense area, nodes that are located 
in such area have a low sending probability to incoming 
broadcast messages. That is clearly minimizes the number 
of rebroadcast messages. This minimizes the opportunity to 
reach new sources in the network. But according to this 
scheme, nodes in dens area check neighbors periodically for 
any changes of neighborhoods information to ensure that the 
message is delivered correctly. This can be achieved by 
adjusting the sending probability. 
      In Spars area, nodes that are located in such area have 
high sending probability to incoming broadcast messages. 
However, if the nodes sense the possibility to reach more 
nodes it adjusts the sending probability.  
 The propose algorithm is outlined in figure 1. NPBA 
consist 5 steps as follows: in step1 and periodically, each 

node broadcasts a HELLO message containing its address 
and list of neighbors.  In step 2 and upon receiving the 
HELLO message, a node updates its routing tables and list 
of neighbors. At any time, the list of neighbor for a 
particular recipient (Y) will contain the addresses of all (Y’s) 
1-hop neighbors. Then source nodes will run a small 
procedure for comparing list of neighbors to adjust the 
forwarding status of the node. After that, in step 3 and 4, 
each node now adjust its sending probability according to 
the result of step 2. 
 When a source node S wishes to communicate with a 
destination D, and there is no known route to this 
destination, it prepares a RREQ message. 
Upon receiving the RREQ message in step 5, nodes will 
propagate the RREQ according to their probability values, 
where nodes that in their forwarding status will have higher 
opportunity to propagate the upcoming messages. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. An outline of the new probabilistic-based algorithm 

 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Simulation experiments are carried out on T6400-2 GHz 
computer with Intel Core 2 Duo processor, and 4 GB RAM. 
The operating system is Fedora 10. Network Simulator (NS) 
version 2.29 was used [13].  

NS is discrete even simulator targeted at networking 
research, it provides substantial support for simulation of 
TCP, routing, and multicast protocols over wired and 
wireless networks, it is heavily used in Ad Hoc networking, 
it is widely used in a academia due to its open source model.  

Algorithm:  New Probabilistic-Based Broadcasting Algorithm  
Input:      Ad Hoc network with n nodes 

Output:   route between nodes with minimum cost 
1. Periodically, every HELLO-INTERVAL broadcast 

a HELLO message, which is already attached 
with list of friend. 

2. On Receiving a HELLO message:  
1. Update list of neighbor, so that it will contain 

1-hop neighbor address for all neighbors. 
2. Compare lists of neighbors, to find new 

destinations. 
3. Update forwarding status 

If there are new destination could be 
reached 
      Forwarding status = true; 

Else 
      Forwarding status = false; 

3. Determine the probability of sending according to 
network topology, where dense area has low 
probability, and sparse area has high probability. 

4. Check Forwarding status with the probability and 
adjust sending probability according to neighbor’s 
information. 

5. Upon receiving an RREQ message, the following 
actions take place: 

If the recipient node is the destination 
       Done 
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NS supports many protocols for wireless network such 
AODV, DSR, and others. The proposed scheme is 
compared with AODV. AODV [6] was chosen due to the 
high delivery ratio it scores and low overhead comparing to 
other routing protocols. 
     Each run for the simulation lasts for 900 seconds, each 
simulation scenario within same experiment is repeated 30 
times, and their average value is taken to increase accuracy. 
To study the effects of network density, we used 50, 75, 
100, and 125 nodes that are randomly distributed in 600 X 
600 m2 simulation area. And for deep measurement and 
judgment of our scheme we try different node speeds ( 5, 
10, and 20 m/s). Also different pause times were used (0, 2, 
and 4 seconds).  
 
    The simulations conducted have revealed that a typical 
value for a sparse region in a network size of 50 nodes 
contains Ns =4 nodes while a medium region contains 
Na=16 nodes and a dense region contains Nd =30 nodes. As 
a consequence, there are, on average, 16 rebroadcasts in 
highly adjusted probabilistic flooding when the rebroadcast 

probability, for example, is set at 1p
=0.7, 2p

=0.35 and 

3p
=0.25, respectively. 

 
    To study the performance of NPBA and compare it 
against AODV, two different types of simulation scenarios 
are conducted: 
� Density Scenarios: is to study the effect of change in 
node density on the performance metrics for different 
protocols. 
� Mobility Scenarios: is done by varying the maximum 
speed of the nodes to see how it affects the behaviors of the 
protocols in terms of some measured metrics. 
Our first scenario is to experiment 50, 75,100, and 125 
nodes, with speed =5m/s, packet rate equal to 4 
packets/second, and pause time= 0. 
       The simulation results presented in Figures 2, 3, 4, and 
5 illustrates the routing packets, packet delivery ratio, 
normalized load, and average-end-to-end delay.   
      From Figure 2, it is clear that our protocols achieve 
major enhancement in terms of reducing the routing 
overhead for all speed values. This is due to the fact that our 
protocol tends to control flooding by selecting only a subset 
of nodes to retransmit packets. This reduction of 
retransmission saves many control packets from being sent, 
and this reduces the overall routing overhead. Figure 3 
shows also that as the number of nodes increases, the 
overhead encountered by AODV increases as well. This is 
because the large number of nodes, the more control packets 
need in order to manage the whole networks. For small 
number of nodes, NPBA outperform AODV at most about 
32.57 %. The enhancement becomes less significant when 
number of nodes is large, which reaches about 14%. 
 

 
Figure 2. Overhead vs. Number of nodes, with speed =5  

 

     The overhead reduction achieved in Figure 2 is reflected 
positively in the network normalized load as can be seen in 
Figure 2. For low density networks, the performance of 
AODV is close to that of NPBA. However, for high density 
networks, NPBA outperform AODV, but in general as 
network density increased, the normalize load also 
increased, due to the huge number of control packets need to 
be exchanged, and the contention and collisions of these 
packets.  
 

 
 

Figure 3. Normalized load vs. Number of nodes, with speed =5  
  

      Figure 4 displays the packet delivery ratio for the two 
protocols and shows the superiority of our prtocol for all 
numbers of node. This is an expected result since the 
network overhead decreased and hence number of collisions 
is decreased, which maximize the chance of delivering 
packets to its destination.  
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Figure 4.  Packet delivery ratio vs. Number of nodes, with speed =5   

 
      Figure 5 depicts the average end-to-end delay achieved 
by our protocol in comparison with that achieved by 
AODV. As the Figure shows clearly, our protocol 
outperforms AODV, which is expected as the end-to-end 
delay metric includes delays caused by route discovery, 
queuing and retransmissions at the MAC level. Due to the 
fact that the routing overhead of our protocol is low and 
minimized, the packets are no longer needed for a long 
period of time, in addition, since the number of rebroadcasts 
is reduced, this will reduce the average end-to-end delay. 

 
 

Figure 5. End-to-End Delay vs. Number of nodes, with speed =5   

       The simulation results presented in Figures, 6and 7 
illustrates the routing packets, packet delivery ratio, 
normalized load, and average-end-to-end delay.   
Figure 6 shows that with increasing number of nodes, the 
overhead of AODV result from number of routing packets 
increases significantly. It is obviously that NPBA 
outperforms AODV moderately in all number of nodes with 
average of enhancement equal to 25.94%. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.  Overhead vs. Number of nodes, with speed =10  

 
      In Figure 7 it can be noticed that at low density, our 
protocol and the AODV have almost identical normalized 
load values. However for high density values, our protocol 
become evidently superior with 46% enhancement score. 
 

 
 

Figure 7.  Normalized load vs. Number of nodes, with speed =10  

 
     Figure 8 shows that for different network density and as 
the nodes density increases in the Ad Hoc network, the 
packets delivery ratio decreased. In addition, the Figure 
shows that increasing the number of nodes results in lower 
delivery ratio for all protocols compared.  
 

 
 

Figure 8. Packet delivery ratio vs. Number of nodes, with speed =10  

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this paper, a new scheme of reactive routing protocols 
is proposed to decrease the effects of the broadcast storm 
problem and to discover best route with minimum cost to 
maximize the throughput and minimize routing overhead 
and the average end-to-end delay. The major contributions 
of our protocol are The NPBA is reliable broadcast-based 
protocols that avoid the negative attitude of simple flooding, 
which causes a very high overhead. We minimize number of 
redundant broadcast message, contention and collision by 
allowing only specific nodes to participate on broadcast 
propagation. For future works, it would be interesting to 
compare the performance of our proposed protocol with a 
dynamic probabilistic algorithm on a Dynamic source 
Routing protocol (DSR). 
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Abstract — This paper is focused on location-based 

authentication and authorization in a network environment. 

We propose a new approach, where the user’s biometric 

credential and the user’s location are used. A basic framework 

for the MALBA (Multifactor Authentication and Location-

based Authorization) is defined in the article. We describe 

processes of initial binding, authentication and authorization. 

Finally, the MAD I (Multifactor Authentication Device) is 

introduced. The MAD I provides user’s credentials for 

authentication and authorization processes. The user will get 

roles in the system dependent on his or her position. 

Keywords-location-based authentication; GPS; AES; multi-

factor authentication; RBAC, embedded system 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Different contents and resources in the network 
environment require different security level. The security 
level is hard related to the user’s authentication process. 
Protected services or resources that need higher security 
level adopt more effective authentication techniques. For 
example, a simply email client requires either login-
password authentication (secret information). A user 
accessing to his or her bank account, where multifactor 
authentication technique is used, is a different case. The most 
often authentication techniques can be divided into three 
main groups. The first group is based on the knowledge of 
secret information, a password [1]. These authentication 
techniques are commonly used for authentication in the web 
services. The second group is formed by authentication 
techniques based on ownership of subject (token) that is 
unique in the system framework [2]. A token can be 
represented by a hardware key that is used for protection of 
computer program against illegal copying. The last group 
includes authentication techniques, which verify some of 
human user’s biometric property such as fingerprint [3]. 

A piece of information about the user’s current position 
is an additional factor that can be exploited in an 
authentication process, as refers [4]. The importance of the 
location-based authentication (LBA) is increasing especially 
for mobile users [5]. The advantage of LBA can be found in 
hospital sector as well. A doctor shouldn’t handle with 
patient’s privacy information out of hospitals. If is needed, 
he/she can define with cooperation with the administration 
desk the new safe area (his/her home). Also when the user 
wants to get access to his or her bank account, LBA can be 

used. The advantages of LBA are furthermore discussed in 
[5, 6]. 

The systems for access management are commonly 
called AAA systems (Authentication Authorization and 
Accounting) due to its processes [7]. The user’s position 
information can be addressed into each of them. For a user’s 
identity evaluating, rights dependent on his or her position 
can be assigned to the user’s identity and finally a payment 
rate for services can dependent on his or her position.  

The user’s position is very sensitive information that can 

be abused in many cases. User’s position can be also 

exploited for the position-targeted spam. For these reasons it 

should be operated very carefully with position information 

over whole its lifecycle. Position information should be 

anonymous as much as possible. The level of anonymity is 

dependent on required accuracy of position information. For 

instance, if the service requires position information for 

country determination, the position information shouldn’t be 

interpreted in accuracy with a few meters. 
In this article, we propose a new approach of mobile user 

authentication and authorization called MALBA that 
connects multifactor authentication and authorization. In our 
network framework we introduce embedded terminal MAD I 
(Multifactor Authentication Device) that performs user’s 
fingerprint, user’s position information and stores encryption 
keys.  

The rest of the article is organized as follows. MALBA’s 
application scenario, processes of the initial binding between 
MAD I and domain controller and authentication and 
authorization are described in the Section II. Next section 
introduces the MAD I. The final section is focused on 
conclusion and future work. 

II. APPLICATION SCENARIO 

We assumed the application scenario as shown in  

Figure 1. The user wants to get access to protected domain 

content as are resources, services clients. MAD I is 

connected to the user’s terminal. The request for protected 

content from the user is redirected to domain controller 

which performs access management. The user is challenged 

for giving in its credentials. If the user has connected 

MAD I it provides position information and fingerprint. 

Methods for fingerprint processing generally product same 

hash for the same fingerprint, otherwise a fingerprint reader 

cannot be use in the identity verification. Position 
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information and fingerprint are encrypted by AES 

(Advantage Encryption System) [8]. The user adds its login 

and data are sent to a domain controller. The domain 

controller will solve user’s authentication dependent on 

receipt credentials. If identity is verified, the user’s roles in 

the domain are defined. For the system the RBAC (Role 

Based Access Control) is used [9].  

An area management presents a database, which stores 

definition of user’s areas. The areas are defined by two 

ways. A simpler way is to define one point and the distance 

from it (radius). Then we get a circle from where the user 

will get the access. The definition of net of triangles is more 

complex (leads to convex combination). This way is more 

difficult as for definition, storing and evaluating but gives us 

an advantage in definition area of any shape. Defined areas 

are stored within IDs and can be used by any users. The 

defined area can mean different roles (rights) for different 

users. The user can cooperate with the administration desk 

to define new area. A pairs area’s ID - roles are stored in a 

user’s profile in Active Directory. Dependent Appropriate 

areas are requested by domain controller from areas 

management. Domain controller contains an API for 

evaluating position information (if a user is or is not in 

evaluated position). The order in which area’s IDs are stored 

in user‘s profiles defines areas priority. The last added ID in 

the list has the highest priority. This right solves the 

overlapping problem.  

API in the domain controller evaluates mutual position 

between user’s position and areas defined for its identity. 

  

domain controllerActive Directory

user’s terminal
MAD I

heterogeneous network 

areas management

resources servicesclients

protected domain

 
Figure 1.  MALBA’s application framework 

A. Initial binding 

Before the first user is authenticated mutual binding has 

to be done. Initial binding has to be executed at the system 

administration desk over local bus (MAD I is USB enabled). 

Binding process performs AES key exchange between 

MAD I and domain controller resp. Active Directory, where 

the key is stored during binding. A hash of user’s fingerprint 

is also stored on the server side. This process can also cause 

MAD I can be assigned to exact user. Initial binding is 

described in Figure 2 in following steps. 

 

1. At first, a secured channel should be established. This 

is done by Diffie-Hellmann key exchange [10]. Two 

unknown sides can derive the secret key. This 

technique is often used for exchange of symmetrical 

encryption key. 

2. When the secured channel is established, domain 

controller generates encryption key for AES. Length of 

the key is 256 bytes.  

3. The key is sent over the secured channel created in the 

first step.  

4. The MAD I stores the key in secured memory after 

receipt. 

5. The user is requested to swipe his or her finger on the 

fingerprint reader on the MAD I. 

6. Hash of the user’s fingerprint is sent to domain 

controller. 

7. User’s fingerprint hash is stored in the user’s profile in 

the Active Directory. 

MAD I domain controlleruser Active Directory

(1) create DH channel

(2) generate key

(3) send key

(4) store key

(5) swipe finger

(6) send fingerprint

(7) store all in user’s profile

 
Figure 2.  Initial binding 

The areas are defined over GUI on the administration 

desk. The defined areas have to be stored for the current 

user in the area management and their IDs have to be stored 

with assigned roles in the Active Directory. 

As written above we can define two kinds of areas. The 

first one is a circle defined by the center and its radius. To 

define general form we added the second type to the 

administration interface of area management that lies in the 

sequence formed by adding points. This feature exploits 
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math method of the smallest triangles and convex 

combination is used for evaluating.   

 

B. User’s authentication 

When initial binding is done, both sides share the same 

encryption key and server side has stored the user’s 

fingerprint hash. From this point server side is able to 

examine user’s credentials as fingers. In next steps 

authentication and authorization processes are commonly 

described. We assume that the MAD I will be used in areas 

with free view on the sky. For indoor using, controlled areas 

should be covered by signal from signal repeater GPS. The 

situation is illustrated in Figure 3. The description starts 

after server side’s request for credentials. 

1. During the first part of the whole process user’s 

credentials should be collected. Therefore the user 

swipes his or her finger.  

2. The GPS (Global Position System) receiver gets 

position coordinates. The MAD I has to wait after 

power on for the position evaluating dependent on 

signal conditions.   

3. The position LOC is encrypted by AES and user’s 

finger print hash UHFP is used as key. The product 

of this step is cipher EL. 

4. The second step of the encryption on the client side 

is provided by encryption cipher EL from the 

second point by symmetrical key KEY. The product 

is cipher EAD. 

5. The encrypted credentials are sent to the user’s 

terminal. 

6. The user is requested to type his or her login.  

7. The login with the user’s credentials is sent to the 

domain controller. 

8. The domain controller requests from the Active 

Directory needed data form user’s that is related to 

received login. Data contains shared KEY, user’s 

fingerprint hash and for user defined pairs  

(area ID – roles).   

9. The domain controller receives requested data from 

the Active Directory. 

10. The domain controller decrypts received cipher 

EAD by KEY from the active directory. The 

product of this step is EL’. 

11. The domain controller tries to decrypt EL’ by 

user’s fingerprint hash CHFP from the Active 

Directory. If the result is an understandable 

position information, the user’s identity is 

authenticated. 

12. The domain controller sends a request to the area 

management, defining areas for the user. 

13. The domain controller gets the IDs dependent on 

requested area from the areas management. 

14. User’s position is evaluated in relation to defined 

areas on the domain controller. 

15. Dependent on the results from the previous step, 

the user has assigned roles for the current domain. 

 

domain controller Active Directoryuser’s terminal areas management

(2) get location

(1) swipe finger

(3) EL = EN(LOC,UHFP)

(4) EAD = EN(EL, KEY)

(5) send EAD

(6) input login

(7) send login, EAD

(8) request data for login

(9) send data for login

(12) request areas

(13) send areas

(10) EL’ = DE(EAD,KEY)

(11) LOC’ = DE(EL’,CHFP)

(14) location evaluation

(15) roles assigning

MAD Iuser

 
Figure 3.  Authentication a authorization processes 

III.  THE MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION DEVICE I  

Multifactor authentication device MAD I was 

developed for the MALBA’s framework. 

The MAD I collects principally three authentication 

factors as ownership of certain device, fingerprint and 

user’s position, where the user’s position is used in the 

authorization as described in the second section. 

     The MAD I is connected to user’s terminal via USB 

(Universal Serial Bus). The device is designed as a pocket 
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device. The block diagram of the MAD I is in  

Figure 4. 

MAD I

fingerprint 

reader

GPS receiver 

alfanumeric display

USB

power 

management

secured 

respository

CPU

user’s terminal  
Figure 4.  The MAD I block diagram 

The position information is provided by the receiver 

GPS. The assembled GPS received is ready to Galileo for 

future use with European GNSS (Global Navigation 

Satellite System). As described above, the fingerprint 

reader is used for the user‘s authentication. For the 

security reasons the symmetrical encryption key is stored 

in the secured data repository. The secured data repository 

has special features that protect stored data against to 

unauthorized reading or writing. Alphanumeric display is 

assembled for communication between the user and  

MAD I.  

The MAD I is a battery-powered pocket device. The 

power management contains circuits for adjustments 

power voltages for the other blocks and circuits for 

battery charging over USB. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The importance and possible applications of the user’s 

position information in the access management is 

discussed in this article. We introduced the newly 

designed technique MALBA which is addressed for 

authentication and authorization of mobile user in the 

WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) environment. We 

described the process of initial binding between device 

MAD I and domain controller. Next, the authentication 

and authorization processes are described. The device 

MAD I is described in the final section. 

The hardware implementation of the MAD I is already 

done. The future work will be focused on software 

implementation of the MAD I. Setting up a test bed for 

testing proposed technique in real conditions has to be 

worked on also. We will test proposed technique in the 

ordinary network environment. The results from testing 

will be used as input data for next development and will 

be published.  
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Abstract—Providing network security is one of the most
important tasks in today’s Internet. Unfortunately, many
users are not able to protect themselves and their networks.
Therefore, we present a novel security concept to protect
users by providing security measures at the Internet Service
Provider (ISP) level. Already now, ISP are using different
security measures, e.g. Virtual Local Area Network tags, MAC
limitation, or MAC address translation. Our approach extends
these security measures by a packet filter firewall and a
deep packet inspection engine. A firewall and a deep packet
inspection system, at the ingress of the network, offers security
measures to all connected users, especially to users with limited
IT expert knowledge. Adjustments can be made only by the
ISP administrator. Consequently, our security system itself
is secured against attacks from users and from the network
side. Our approach includes a powerful Packet Classification
Engine, a high speed Rule Set Engine without using Content
Addressable Memory and control stages in reconfigurable
hardware. Our goal is to be able to control network traffic
at wire speed.

Keywords-Access Network, Hardware Firewall, Intrusion
Detection, Web Filter

I. INTRODUCTION

Firewalls and anti-virus programs provide basic protec-
tion for Internet-enabled devices. Normally, these security
measures are installed on computers of users. But instal-
ling security measures at the users’ side has two serious
drawbacks. Firstly, the threat detection is done on the
target machine. Secondly, the users must install, upgrade,
and maintain these security measures without professional
support. Other measures such as a Web filter and a deep
packet inspection engine like snort are often not installed and
require additional maintenance. In addition, the majority of
Internet users is missing the necessary expertise to configure
their security software so that it provides optimal protection.
Furthermore, because of negative experiences like phishing
attacks targeting online banking, many users have lost their
confidence in online services and the Internet itself. The-
refore, it is mandatory to disburden respectively to support
users in issues of Internet security.

A trustworthy place for the placement of security measu-
res is the ingress of the network — the access network.
Each user, referred to as subscriber by Internet Service
Providers (ISPs), is connected to the Internet through the

access network. The access network itself consists of access
nodes (AN).As ANs are transparent for subscribers, these
components are safe from, e.g., Denial of Service Attacks.
To reestablish the subscribers’ confidence into the Internet
and moreover, to even protect the Internet itself, it is useful
to establish additional security services at ANs. With these
additional security features, two objectives can be achieved.
On the one hand, the subscriber is offered a higher security
service without the need to care about security measures
himself. On the other hand, outgoing traffic from subscribers
can be verified. Thus, the network is protected as well.

However, although an ISP can take up new security
measures in its portfolio, various challenges have to be
addressed. On an AN, higher traffic rates (e.g., 1 Gbit/s
or higher) have to be processed than in single Internet
connections — both in up- and downstream. Furthermore,
rules for up to 32k connections should be supported. Due to
hardware restrictions, we dispense with connection tracking
and the control of protocols’ communication sequences.
Our approach referred to as Secure Access Node (SecAN)
extends the currently available security measures on an AN
by a packet filtering firewall, Web filtering, and intrusion
detection system. Thereby, these functionality moves from
the subscriber to the ISP.

To fulfill these tasks under the conditions described, a very
powerful packet classification [1] and packet processing are
required. Due to these requirements, pure software solutions
are not applicable. Therefore, we use a hardware/software
solution on a XILINX evaluation board with a FX70T Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). In our solution, we do
not use CAM memory. Already for 224 connections (these
approximates ca. 0.7% of all connections), over 90% of
available block ram ressources or 23% of slice register would
be needed. Without using CAM, our solution is able to
control traffic at wire speed. Briefly summarized, the main
contributions of this paper are the following:

• We present a novel hardware/software approach of a
packet filter, Web filter, and an intrusion detection
system placed onto an access network.

• Our solution is able to control traffic in up- and down-
stream direction simultaneously. Thus, we can protect
the connected subscribers and the network itself.
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Fig. 1. Access Network containing ANs. The Secure Access Node is an
extension of an AN.

• We aspire an individual classification for each connec-
tion, e.g., we do not want to limit the number of
configurable rules as described in [1].

• As target platform, we use a XILINX evaluation board
with an FX70T FPGA. As we do not using CAM, we
are able to control traffic with 2 Gbit/s in wire speed,
e.g., we control each packet without packet loss.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes security measures available in the ac-
cess network today. In Section III, our hardware design is
presented. Here the various modules and their functions are
explained. Before the paper concludes in Section V, we
introduce our software solution for flexible configuration in
Section IV.

II. SECURITY MEASURES IN THE ACCESS NETWORK

Each subscriber achieves access to the Internet through the
access network. Access networks comprise subscriber pre-
mise equipments (CPE) and access nodes such as DSLAMs.
The latter usually consists of linecards and aggregation cards
as shown in Figure 1. While aggregation cards provide
high-bandwidth interfaces towards metro or core networks,
linecards aggregate the various subscriber lines.

Although the network ingress is transparent to the traffic
from and to subscribers, ISPs have to protect the access
network. Today, security measures mainly include passive
measures on OSI layers II and III [2], [3]. For example,
ISPs are using security measures like:

• Port isolation - subscriber may not communicate via an
AN

• MAC antispoofing - a Source MAC address is allowed
only at one port at a time

• MAC address limitation - to limit the number of MAC
addresses per port

• MAC address translation - subscribers MAC address is
translated to an ISP MAC address

• VLAN tags - to separate subscriber and services

• IP antispoofing - only the IP address - assigned by the
ISP - in combination with the requested MAC address,
is allowed pair Source IP and Source MAC at a special
port

To ensure a minimum necessary level of security when
connecting to the Internet, the already introduced security
measures must be integrated into the access area by means
of the Secure Access Node.

III. SECAN - ARCHITECTURE

A. Hardware Overview

To emulate the SecAN on an AN, we use the XILINX
ML507 evaluation board with an FX70T FPGA [4]. Thereby
the FPGA is the main component. We also utilize the 1MB
Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) and the 512MB
large Double Data Rate Synchronous Dynamic Random
Access Memory (DDR2-SDRAM). To control traffic in
upstream and downstream direction, we use two 1 Gigabit
Ethernet transceivers.

B. The System In General

Each Ethernet transceiver of the evaluation board is able
to process data with 1 GBit/s. If we want to process all
data from both directions, we have to process 16 bits/cycle.
To avoid the discarding of any uncontrolled data frame and
due to the internal delay during frame processing, we have
decided to increase the internal bandwidth to 32 Bit/cycle.

The basic components of the SecAN system are the
packet classification engine (PCE), rule set engine (RSE),
and packet processing engine (PPE) (see Figure 2).

C. The Frame Configuration and Processing In General

• Before the system can process traffic, it must be confi-
gured. The components that need to be configured are
the PCE, RSE, Web filter, and the DPI control stage.
All configuration data is solely written to the hardware
and read from it by the ISP. The configuration flow is
shown by dashed arrows in Figure 2.

• After configuration, frames reach the inner system.
The frame multiplexer chooses the next frame to be
processed by the PCE. The PCE separates flow data
from the frame and requests the individual rule set from
the RSE. The rule set is an individual collection of
rules, which are necessary to evaluate a frame. After
identifying the right rule set, it has to be forwarded
to the PCE. If the rule set reaches the PCE, the rule
set, the data frame, and collected frame parameters
have to be sent in the direction of the PPE - to the
control stages. In the control stages, the rules from
the rule set are applied. The control stages are able
to discard or forward frames or replace frame values
like IP addresses. If a frame is not discarded, it leaves
the PPE and is forwarded to the right output interface.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the Secure Access Node

D. Configuration Of The Hardware

Before the hardware components are not configured, no
frames traverse the SecAN. During configuration, all internal
processes are stopped. Configuration data is provided to the
appropriate modules by the configurator. This data has a
type-length-value layout.

• Type is an 8 bit field and determines the component of
the hardware to be addressed. Each component has two
valid type values: one for writing configuration data and
one for reading configured data.

• Length is an 8 bit field and represents the number of
configuration data bytes. A maximum of 256 bytes plus
configuration header can be configured.

• The actual configuration data is contained in the value
part. All components are assigned specific configuration
values.

E. The Frame Processing Flow

The frame processing flow is shown by shaded arrows in
Figure 2. If the PCE is not busy, it has to receive and classify
the frame. The frame multiplexer selects a frame from
the internal buffer with the highest fill level. After frame
classification is finished, the RSE searches an individual rule
set for each frame. Rules of the rule set are applied to the
frame. If the frame is not discarded by the PPE due to the
rules, it is sent to the correct output interface by the frame
demultiplexer.

1) Packet Classification Engine: Often packets are clas-
sified by five packet header fields: Both IP addresses and
port numbers, and transport layer protocol [5], [6], [7]. Upon
agreement with our co-operation partner, which develops end
products for ISPs, we want to support a higher degree of
flexibility. Thus, we extend this set by both MAC addresses,
up to 2 VLAN tags, and the Ether type field to a set of
10 frame parameters. During the configuration phase, the
PCE has received two so-called flow id triggers (up-/down
stream trigger). These triggers describe, which of the 10
frame parameters are necessary to classify a frame. It is
possible to set a new trigger by reconfiguration on the fly.

In addition to the frame, the frame multiplexer delivers
information of the receiving direction of frames. Depending
on the receiving direction, the flow id trigger for upstream

or downstream is selected. After this, the corresponding
frame parameters are combined to a unique flow id, which
identifies the frame bijectively. Furthermore, all described
frame parameter are extracted and stored, and the receiving
frame is buffered.

During composing the flow id, we calculate an address
for the rule set by CRC32 on the fly. Similar projects like
[5], [6], [8] have very short flow IDs and use CAM or
bloom filter approaches to increase the lookup performance
as suggested in [1]. A CAM would require a disproportionate
number of hardware resources and a bloom filter approach
is not able to calculate an address for a rule set. We avoid
these both solutions and use a two-stage approach in the
RSE.

After the flow id is completely composed, a request for
the individual rule set is performed by the RSE. If one of
the frame parameter is not available in the frame, the flow
id is not fully completed. In this case, a standard rule set
is requested. If the individual rule set is received from the
RSE, the frame, rule set, and parameter set is sent towards
the PPE. Because only the parameter set is available in the
PPE with the first cycle, a comparison with rule parameter
can be done before the proper frame data reaches the PPE.

2) Rule Set Engine: For the Rule Set search, we use
a two-stage approach with a hardware-gentle compression
method. First, the mapping between flow id and the rule set
is done in a sufficiently large SRAM memory. Second, the
very large rule sets have to be stored in DDR2-SDRAM.
To increase speed when reading and writing memory infor-
mation, we use self-developed memory controllers. The rule
set is sent towards the PCE and forwarded together with the
frame and frame parameter set to the PPE.

3) Packet Processing Engine: The PPE is responsible for
control and evaluation of the data stream and consists of
three central components. In addition to a classic packet
filtering, we have implemented a signature recognition and
a Web filter. Each of the three components aims at protecting
subscribers from unauthorized access from the network side
and suppresses attacks from subscribers on the network.
Packet Filtering
The packet filter is divided into several control stages (CS).
It controls and evaluates Ethernet frames on OSI layer 2 until
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4. Therefore, CS use the first rule in the rule set. Each rule
has a type-length-value layout similar to configuration data.
If the type of the rule is unequal to the CS’ ID, the frame,
rule set, and parameter set are forwarded to the next stage.
Otherwise, the rule is processed by the CS and removed
from the rule set. So, the next CS is able to look at the first
position of the rule set. Each CS compares the data from the
rule with the data of the parameter set. Because the whole
parameter set is available in the first cycle of new data, the
lookup increases the processing speed, especially for OSI
layer 4 values. In case of a match, the rule action has to
be executed. That is, the frame, rule set, and parameter set
can be discarded or forwarded. Thereby, it is possible to
suppress, e.g., local network shares for the Internet.
Signature Recognition
The signature detection starts after the header of the trans-
port layer. As a basis, we use the snort database. Additio-
nally, we support ISP administrator defined rules. To realize
a high speed signature detection, we use bloom filters [1].
Bloom filter are space-efficient probabilistic data structures,
which allow for the detection of special signatures in a set
of known signatures in a very short time.
Web Filtering
Web filters are a very sensitive issue and have been poorly
discussed in the research community. Some countries such
as China, the United States, and Great Britain [9] already
use Web filtering. These Web filters use external services
to compare tagged domain names like the database from
Internet Watch Foundation. Our developed solution works
in 2 steps. First, we hashes detected domains by CRC64
and search the hash value in a preconfigured binary tree.
Second, we verify matches by the onboard DDR2 memory.
Thereby, we are able to control traffic in wire speed.
Matches by bloom filters or the web filter can be false
positives due to different domains resulting in the same hash
value. In the improbable case of a false positive (0.001 %),
a match analyzer verifies the possible match at wire speed.

IV. CONFIGURATION SOFTWARE

Via a web interface, customers can set their own filtering
rules. Before these rules are applied, they are verified by the
ISP. The configuration of the hardware is done by platform
independent software developed with QT. The graphical user
interface (GUI) consists of a framework, which is able to
include so called plugins. Each plugin offers a GUI to
configure a separate hardware component of the Secure
Access Node. When starting the GUI, the software searches
in a special directory for available plugins. All plugins are
loaded and appear in the software as a tab. By means of the
plugins, ISP provided rule can be generated and customer
rules are applied. Furthermore, the configuration software is
able to interrupt the hardware processing flow for updating
the hardware configuration.

V. CONCLUSION

Because many subscribers do not have the necessary
knowledge to maintain their own security measures, it is
important to include security features at the ingress of the
network. Therefore, we have designed a software/hardware
co-design consisting of a packet filter firewall, a signature
detection, and a Web filter module. The implementation
results show a reachable speed of 142.9 MHz corresponding
to 4.57 GBit/s. Furthermore, subscribers are protected by
the Secure Access Node and do not need to care about their
own security. Especially for the large number of customers
with minor technical knowledge, this is an important feature.
Because of the applied methods, the bandwidth of customers
is not influenced. Furthermore, no attacker has access to the
hardware. Only an ISP administrator is able to update the
security mechanism. Moreover, it is possible to update the
system during operation. Prospectively, a functional test with
real traffic data is intented.
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